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WHY DIDN'T SOMEONE THINK 0
THIS BEFORE?

A FAST -PACED PRODUCTION CONSOLE

THE
WHEATSTONE SP -6 AUDIO CONSOLE

lets production people quickly accomplish
8 and 16 -track work, yet easily handle routine
transfers and dubbing operations. With its
unique track monitor section it can facilitate
siniultaneous stereo mixdown during the multi-
track bed session - almost halving typical pro-
duction time cycles. Input channels are laid out
just like an air console, with machine starts
below the channel fader, so staff familiar with
on -air consoles can quickly become comfort-
able in the production environment.

For those interested in more advanced tech-
niques, the SP -6 employs a powerful talent
monitor section designed to rapidly call up live
mic and track combinations, making difficult
punch -ins a breeze. Standard SP -6 input chan-
nel equalizers are more comprehensive than

thcse supplied as optional items on compel-
inc. products, allowiig much greater creative
freedom. Input channel auxiliary send sections
are designed to be the most versatile in the
incustry, providing 4 different auxiliary buses to
allow digital delay, reverb, talent foldback, and
mk-minus feeds. Stereo input channels can
provide either mono or stereo effects sends.
Even more, the SP -6 has 4 auxiliary effects
return inputs that allow effects to be recorded
on -o the multitrack or sent to the monitor buses.

The SP -6 provides independent headphone,
control room and studio monitor feeds, as well
as stereo cue/solo. Control room and stud.
mute and tally functions are independent'
dipswitch selectable on individual input chan-
nels. Additional studio modules may be ordered
to accommodate larger, multi -studio installa-
tions. The SP -6 may be configured with any
combination of mono and stereo input mod-
ules, in mainframe sizes ranging from 16 to
32 or more inputs. The console is available
in either an 8 -track production format or a 4
stereo subgroup TV master control configura-
tion. So why not profit from Wheatstone's
experience and reputation? Call us today and
learn more.
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GO WITH THE WIIYNERS. DYNIIMAX CTR100 SERIES

"The intelligent design
and on -air reliability of the
Dynamax CT 8100 Series
give our stations a compet-
itive edge. We've purchased
about 60 machines and plan
to add more."

Scott Knight
President

Knight Quality Group Stations

BROADCAST PRODUCTS BY F1DEUPAC

Fidelipac Corporation  P.O. Box 808
 Moorestown, NJ 08057  USA

609-235-3900  TELEX 710-897-0254
 FAX 609-235-7779
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When it comes to evaluating
your picture, you need the whole
truth and nothing but. Monitors
that show you just what you're
p-oducing. With all its beauty
and ail its flaws -down to the
tiniest bit of noise or artifact.

You need SONY broadcast
monitors. The 19 -inch BVM-1910,
or a 13 -inch monitor, the BVM-
1310 cr the BVM-1315. They
bring you the best pcssible re-
production of the actual signal.
The most faithful and detailed.

Because they offer i he high-
est resolution in their category,
even at high output levels. With
the BVM-1910, for example, you
get a full 900 TV lines.

Add to that the best conver-
gence and geomeiry you can



and nothing but

find in a broadcast monitor. Plus
excellent uniformity and rock -
solid color stability.

All of which we achieve by
manufacturing our own CRTs.

And these monitors offer
the most advanced auto -setup

option available. You can even
analyze and set up other non -

auto -setup monitors.

SONY®

But don't take our oath for
it. See the BVM-1910, BVM-1310
and BVM-1315 yourself. Contact
your Sony Broadcast Sales Engi-
neer. Or call (800) 635 -SONY.
Sony Communications Products Company. 1600 Queen
Anne Road, Teaneck, NJ 07666. 01989 Sony Corporation
of America. Sony is a registered trademark of Sony.

BROADCAST PRODUCTS



APCE oders. . .
Voted 10,000 times over

as the industry standard.

With over 10,000 in use worldwide,
the Cox encoder is the standard of
the industry. The latest version, the
204N, is now sold under the name

AC F An encoder, which converts the RGB
outputs from such sources as char-

acter generators or paint systems into composite NTSC, can
be the weak link in your system. The addition of an ACE
encoder to even an inexpensive character generator can
produce excellent results.

The 204N offers stable performance and easy installation
in a rugged, flexible package. The unit accepts either RGB
or CAV (MII or Betacam) inputs and provides six composite
outputs. The 204N even offers 32 test signals including full -
field and SMPTE color bars, red field and pluge.

Circle 102 on Reader

Don't compromise your graphics system with an inferior
encoder. Insist on the ACE 204N.

The 204N Encoder from ACE, celebrating their 20th year in
the design and manufacture of broadcast television
equipment.

Available in the U.S. exclusively
from Midwest Communications
and backed by Midwest's nation-
wide service network.
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On the cover:
"Trends in Automation"

Cover airbrush illustration
by Carmelo Emerson.
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Automation of the master control suite can
maximize a television station's efficiency and
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44 Fiber Transmission Systems for
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What's the outlook for HDTV transmission via
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Don't Blame The Tape!

PHASE TRAK 90
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PHASE -RAK 30 RECORD/PLAYBACK
PHASE TRAK 90 PLAYBACK

If you aren't satisfied with the audio quality of your carts, don't blame the tape.
They only sound as good as your cart machines permit.

Phase Trak 90 Cart Machines guarantee you superior production and playback quality
. . . no matter what brand of tape you use.

A microprocessor -based Tape Analysis System "learns" and stores the optimal
characteristics of 10 different tape formulations...Assuring you of the highest
production quality.

Clean, crisp playback quality is
assured with Phase Trak 90's
exclusive Continuous, Non -encoded
Electronic Phase Correction.*

PHASE TRAK 90m
Phase Trak 90, the most advanced cart machines on the market today, is raising
the on -air standards of the industry.

Find out how you can improve your production and playback standards.
Contact your Broadcast Electronics' Distributor today, or call Bob Arnold at

217-224-9600
*Patent applied for.

I=E
P

BROADCAST
ELECTRONICS INC

4100 N 24th ST P.O. BOX 3606, QUINCY, IL 62305-3606 U.S.A.. PHONE (217) 224-9600. TELEX 250142, FAX (217)224-9607
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Do it yourself.
Half of doing a quality job is having the proper tools.

But when your craft is video, the tool box can get pretty

hem); and pretty expensive, before you're through. You're

probably working in two or three formats at once - maybe

experimenting with digital or HDTV - and they all seem to

need their own separate sets of test generators. It would sure

lighten the load if just one box could do it all.

We don't claim the 2021 can do everything... but it will

give you the tools to produce any video test signal you

need. in virtually any existing format. Choose from our pre-

built signal sets - over 20 of them, for everything from

NTSC through current HDTV standards (even PAL and

SECAM) - or, for true do-it-yourselfing, build your own

signals from scratch.

Because the best tools are easy to use. we've made the

2021 simple to operate. You construct signals using straight-

forward, menu -driven software. Store them in non-

volatile memory. Recall them instantaneously with the

front -panel switch.

Ask us about the Magni 2021: the right tool for quality video

craftsmanship.

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

MAGNI SYSTEMS. INC.

9500 SW Gemini Drive
Beaverton, OR 97005 L'SA
(503) 626-8400
(800) 237-5964
FAX (503) 626-6225
TLX 650-2769743MCI

Magni and Magni tistems arc trademark% of Magni Sn *MN. Inc.



The real -world
pressures on the
ATTC, both from

within and without our
industry, promise to
make its act a tricky

tightrope walk.

VIEWPOINT

he Advanced Television Test Center stands poised, as of this writing, to
begin testing the dozen -and -a -half or so proposed HDTV transmission systems.
The complex task of analyzing and evaluating such a large number of propos-
als-similar in some ways, widely divergent in others-is a crucial and wel-
come step forward in this country's long, slow march toward improved televi-
sion service.

Any way you look at it, the Center's work will have a profound effect on the
future of broadcasting. The real -world pressures on the ATTC, both from
within and without our industry, promise to make its act a tricky tightrope
walk. The cable television industry, for example, is undertaking to begin its
own tests of advanced television systems. Like any other business, cable has its
own interests at heart-and what's good for cable may not be so good for
broadcasting. Should the cable industry settle on an HDTV system before the
broadcast industry has completed its testing, broadcasters could be forced to
provide cable systems with signals that fit cable -designed and -decided HDTV
parameters if they wish to maintain crucial cable carriage.

What about the telcos, just lying in wait to "reach out and crush someone," as
many in the industry fear? Many of the regional telcos have conducted, or are
about to conduct, demonstrations of their capability to deliver HDTV signals into
the home over fiber optic cable. The "telco threat" will likely affect cable operators
more directly than broadcasters.

A recently dealt wild card in the HDTV hand is the new-found interest of the
Defense Department in this technology. Spurred by a need for less expensive
high -resolution displays, the DoD is expected to release shortly a request for
more information about the HDTV display technologies now under develop-
ment in this country. It's still unclear what effect, if any, DoD interest will
have on a choice of HDTV transmission and delivery systems. The DoD's desire
for a strong U.S. consumer electronics industry, backed up by a strong U.S.
semiconductor industry, may fit well with the broadcast industry's push for
NTSC-compatible HDTV.

The ATTC has a difficult job ahead of it. It must keep broadcast -industry
needs foremost in mind, while keeping an eye on developments in other indus-
tries. It must move quickly so that broadcasting does not lag behind other
fields, while taking the time needed to thoroughly evaluate each proposal. We
hope the industry and the government will keep in mind that their own best
interests lie in smoothing the way toward the best possible HDTV system and
avoid throwing up unneeded and hazardous obstacles. 

Eva J. Blinder
Editor
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Designed for production quality...
With an eye on your budget.

Panasonic presents two very versatile, high-grade
color monitors --the BT-D1910Y and the BT-M1310Y. Built
for performance, these BT -Series monitors offer you the
quality and rel ability you've come to expect from Pana-
sonic Not to mention a wide array of features at ar af-
fordable price.

Ou- BT -Series provides you with the controls and
connections necessary for studio applications --while
serving a host of industrial, educational and professional
video needs.

For maximum performance and versatility, both moni-
tors offer complete, direct compatibility with the new
S -VHS format --in addition to conventional signals. And
video reproduction on the BT -Series is superb. As a
matter of fact, the BT-M1310Y boasts a horizontal reso-
lution of more than 560 lines, while the BT-D1910Y offers
you greater than 550 lines.

VHS
What's more, each monitor provides you with a full set

of front panel controls. Like Line A/B split, S -Video input
connectors, Blue signal -only switch, pulse -cross circuit,
preset picture off/on, comb/trap filter selectable and nor-
mal/underscan switch, just to name a few.

So when you are looking for professional quality, but
still need to keep an eye on your budget, look into the
Panasonic BT -Series high-grade monitors. For more in-
formation, call Panasonic Industrial Company at 1-800-
553-7222. Or contact your local Panasonic Professional/
Industrial Video Dealer.

Panasonic
Professional/Industrial Video
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Balancing Pay and Care Scales

I just read your "Viewpoint" in the
November BME (p. 13), and I
couldn't agree more. In order to staff
the stations of the future, broadcast
management, at all levels, must be-
gin recruiting now.

I have seen times in the past
when I would get an applicant a
day. Now, when an opening occurs,
we have to search.

I believe the low pay scales are
one of the reasons for declining tech-
nical applicants, but more so I feel
that management's lack of care and
understanding for technical needs
and problems are more responsible.
Why should a young, ambitious
technician opt to be attached to a
beeper for 24 hours a day and have
nonexistent vacations, when he can
work in computers or robotics for
more money?

How many times have I heard a
GM state, "Boy, that new program
director really works long and
hard," with no idea that the engi-
neer opened the door when the PD
arrived and was there when he left.

I don't want it to sound as if man-
agement should learn the technical
side, but they shouldn't bury their
heads in the sand, either.

Again, your knowledge in broad-
cast engineering is impressive. Keep
up the good work.

Richard L. Edwards, director of
engineering

Guy Gannett Broadcasting Services,
Miami, FL

Undocumented Features = Bugs

The INTERMOD.BAS program that
was printed in the September "Com-
pute" column ("Calculate
Intermodulation Products," p. 82)
has a couple of errors in it. The in-
put is given as F1/F2; however, the
input is parsed backwards such that
the values of Fl and F2 are inter-
changed. To correct, modify lines

FEEDBACK

120 and 125 thus:
120 Fl = VAL(LEFT$(FO$,J + 1))
125 F2 = VAL(RIGHTVFOLJ-1))

The other error occurs in the fifth
order label line. Correct lines 370
and 375 to read as follows:
370 PRINT "[2F1-
3F2][2F1 + 3F2][3F1-2F2]"
375 PRINT "3F1 + 2F2][4F1-
1F2][4F1 + 1F2]"

These changes will allow the pro-
gram to run as originally intended.

Dan Stoe,
KVAL-TV

Eugene, OR

Magic to Do?

As a radio broad-
cast engineer, I
would like to com-
ment on the re-
newed effort on
your part to in-
clude more arti-
cles pertaining to
radio. For some
time, your maga-
zine would end up
in a stack in my
office, unopened,
due to my lack of
interest in televi-
sion engineering.

It seems that over the past few
months more radio articles have
been published, and very compre-
hensive ones, I might add. Keep up
the good work.

In response to your "Viewpoint"
article for the November issue, I
would like to add a few things. My
experience is that it wasn't "mys-
tique and glamor" that attracted
young engineers. It was for a few
other reasons. Amateur radio was
the hobby of the day for the young
technically minded, as are comput-
ers today. For these young engi-
neers, there was a direct correlation
in commercial radio. Many commer-
cial stations started as ham stations.
Secondly, people had high respect

for someone who was a broadcast en-
gineer in those days. It was magic to
most people. Today, radio and televi-
sion are taken for granted. Lastly,
the pay was attractive. I, and many
others in the field, know of engi-
neers that are forced to cover two or
more stations to make a living. You
do make mention of this last point
in your article.

I think that as many of the
oldtimers retire and the number of
engineers in the field dwindles we
will see an increase in the salary
levels and also renewed interest in
broadcast engineering. But we'll

have to hit a low before that
happens.

Thank you for making it worth-
while to receive your magazine once
again.

Conrad 'frautmann, chief engineer
WSYR/WYYY
Syracuse, NY

Do you have any questions, comments,
or criticisms concerning what you
read in BME? Any bulletins or issues
you want to open up to other engineer-
ing management readers? Our letter
column, Feedback, is your forum.
Write to: Feedback, BME Magazine,
295 Madison Avenue, 19th Floor, New
York, NY 10017.
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You're burning the midnight
oil...Final edit's due at 8 a.m.

Be glad you have a Prodigy-the
new switcher with more brain -
power in a smaller package.

Forget about old two mix/
effect systems.

A reliable video switching and
special effects system follows the
new industry standard-multi-level
effects with look -ahead preview.
Much more than just another clone,
Prodigy raises the standard-offer-
ing features no one else does, even
on their most expensive systems.
Prodigy includes stereo audio -
follow -video, editor interface, ef-
fects memory and a programmable

c ownstream keyer.
Have it your way.
Modify Prodigy to suit your style

of operation and create memor-
able performances. Program up to
S9 events into Prodigy's 68000
microcomputer, then preview the
results instantly. Ten program-
mable sequences link 80 on-line
memory registers, and ten learned
operator transitions track your
actions over time. With Videotek's
exclusive Times Six Plus black burst
generator, system timing is vir-
tually automatic.

Who says the grass is greener?
Equally at home in the post -

production facility, newsroom or
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Experience the
genius of Videotek.

studio-Prodigy rack -mounts in
minutes and its software talks to
a wide range of popular editing
controllers.

Get your hands on a Prodigy
and let the performance begin! For
more information or the name of
your nearest Prodigy dealer, call
Videotek today.

VIDEOTEK INC
Designed for real needs.
Priced for real budgets.

243 Shoemaker Road, Pottstown,
Pennsylvania 19464  (215) 327-2292

TWX 710-653-0125  FAX (215) 327-9295



UPDATE

Station Swapping Wins Latest Round....Pentagon Aims
for HDTV...Ampex Ships D2 VTRs....IDB Buys HTN....

SBE Call for Papers....FCC Will Modify
One -To -A -Market Station Ownership

Station Swapping Wins Latest Round
The FCC has rejected a petition to reinstate its
antitrafficking rule, which formerly limited
station trading by requiring licensees to hold
and operate a radio or television station for a
specified period before reselling. In their joint
petition to the FCC, the United Church of

Christ, Action for Children's Television and the National
Organization for Women asked for sim-
ple reinstatement of the antitrafficking
rule and lengthening the minimum
holding time for broadcast licenses.

In a split decision, Chairman Den-
nis Patrick and Commissioner Patri-
cia Dennis voted against the proposal
and Commissioner James Quello
voted for it. The majority defended
their action by saying the proposal,
for the most part, "restated the same see things her way?
arguments made and carefully con-
sidered by the Commission when it eliminated the
three-year rule in 1982." The majority further stated
that the holding period "has been repeatedly evaluated
and still found to be unnecessary."

Proponents of the proposal to reinstate the anti -traf-
ficking rule remained unconvinced. United Church of
Christ spokesperson Beverly Chain vowed, "We will con-
tinue the fight." Peggy Charren, president of Action for
Children's Television said, "It's not surprising that a
commission as narrowly focused on deregulation as this
commission has vetoed yet another idea in the public in-
terest. I expect the Bush administration to be more sup-
portive of a regulatory agenda."

Pentagon Aims
for HDTV
The Department of De-
fense recently revealed
that it plans to finance de-
velopment of an advanced
high -definition video

Charren: Will Bush

display screen. The
project's secondary
goal is to aid Amer-
ican television and
semiconductor
manufacturing in-
dustries and "reclaim
technological leadership"

in these areas, govern-
ment sources say.

The Pentagon is well
known for its interest in
advanced video and com-
puter graphics technol-
ogies, which have broad
applications in surveil-
lance and flight simula-
tion activities, among
other things. Because de-
signers to date have set

fications, the Pentagon
hopes to achieve higher
quality and less -expensive
HDTV if consumer de-
mand fuels mass produc-
tion.

The Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency
(DARPA) has issued re-
quests for proposals in
which it will fund $15 mil-
lion in research into ad-
vanced TV display tech-
nology and an additional

$15 million into technol-
ogy which receives high
definition TV signals. The
proposals are due Febru-
ary 19, 1989. The Penta-
gon has already reviewed
a request from Zenith
Electronics Corp. for $15
million in funding to alter
computer display technol-
ogy so it can be adapted
for high definition video

Zenith, which is the
only major U.S-owned
television manufacturer,
has developed what it calls
a "flat (or `high') tension
mask" computer display
screen. The flat -screen
CRT eliminates glare and
color distortion and, be-
cause it is particularly re-
sistant to vibration and

The Pentagon has expressed in-
terest in HDTV technologies.
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shock, has many applica-
tions in military field use.

Zenith is also active in
advanced television (ATS)
research; in September, it
submitted an "eleventh
hour" proposal to the
FCC's ATS Advisory Com-
mittee. Called "Spectrum
Compatible HDTV," Ze-
nith's transmission pro-
posal is based on
simulcasting an enhanced
digitized signal with
NTSC in the 6 MHz band.
(See "Crosstalk": BME,
October 1988.) Zenith has
also been the object of on-
going unfriendly share-
holder activity; it was
withdrawn in December.

Nothing in the formal
DARPA request bars par-
ticipation by foreign com-
panies. Industry analysts
say, however, another of
the proposal's aims is to
spur American manufac-
turers to better compete
with Japanese HDTV de-
velopment, which is the
furthest along.

The Japan Broadcasting
Corp. plans to deliver high
definition programs based
on the 1125/60 production
and transmission stan-
dards by satellite to homes
in Japan soon; public test
transmissions were com-
pleted in September. Euro-
pean manufacturers are
lobbying here for a differ-
ent HDTV standard based
on 1250/50 Hz, while NBC
continues to support a
third advanced television
transmission standard
based on 1050/59.94.

The FCC has ruled that
any HDTV transmission
standard used in the U.S.
must be compatible with
current NTSC receivers.

UPDATE

Ampex Ships D2 VTRs
The Ampex Corp. has begun shipping D-2 format
composite digital studio VTRs. Customer deliv-
eries of the company's first VPR-300s began in

November 1988.
Initial orders for the format taken at the NAB in

April were valued at over $30 million, the company
says. This represents 300 recorders. Contracts for an
additional 100 units were received later that year.
The VPR-300 is manufactured at the Ampex plant in
Colorado Springs, CO.

This ruling would elimi-
nate both Japanese and
European systems from
transmission here.

Next steps for HDTV re-
ceivers may leapfrog CRT
technology entirely and
move directly into flat
panel display. Although
this should not affect the
adoption of either an
HDTV production or

transmission standard
technologically, it may im-
pact market development
decisions and hence sup-
port for a particular stan-
dard. Japanese and Ameri-
can manufacturers have
been researching full -color
liquid crystal and gas
plasma flat displays for
some time, to little avail.
Another approach has

Ampex plant general manager
Robert Hagerty (I) and Ron-
ald Ritchie, vice president of
the recording systems division,
prepare to ship their first D-2
format VTRs.

been developed by
FiberView Corp., Boulder,
CO. Already contacted by
DARPA, the company is
working on a large -screen
fiber-optic display. A pro-
totype is expected within
two years.

The Department of De-
fense has funded TV de-
sign work for more than
20 years, according to the
Wall Street Journal.

IDB Buys HTN
IDB Communications
Group, which provides sat-
ellite distribution services
for television, radio and
data traffic, has an -
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nounced it will buy
Hughes Television Net-
work. Based in New York
City, HTN provides do-
mestic U.S. satellite trans-
mission services for televi-
sion programming. The
company currently con-
trols 14 transponders on
four satellites and handles
exclusive transmission of
"away" games for major
league baseball.

"This acquisition
strengthens IDB's position
as a provider of turnkey
services for television dis-
tribution," said Peter
Hartz, board member and
vice president of sales and
marketing for the Los An-
geles, CA -based company.
"It won't mean changes in
how the job is done or the
quality of the job that's
done. It simply adds a new
service we are able to pro-
vide. " The move will pro-
vide "synergy" for both
companies, Hartz says:
previously IDB had pro-
vided ground services and
uplinks to HTN transpon-
ders, while HTN provided
IDB with transponder
time to package to clients.

"It's a strategic fit," said
Hartz, explaining that the
acquisition will add ca-
pability and realize cost
efficiencies which will en-
able the company to de-
velop more competitive
pricing packages. "We
have the biggest ground
fleet and they have the
biggest buying power."

The move is fortuitously
timed, because the com-
pany predicts consolida-
tion in the satellite ser-
vices industry. "There will
be a lot of coming together
of marginal players,"

UPDATE

Hartz said. The acqui-
sition is especially well-
timed because future
shortages of transponder
capacity have recently
been publicized widely.
Through HTN's long-term
contracts on transponders,
IDB can now command
easier access to time that
might have been scarce for

suppliers negotiating on a
case -by -case basis.

There will be no man-
agement changes at HTN
and president John
Tagliaferro will become
president of a new division
of IDB. Both companies
will continue to maintain
key third -party vendor
relationships as needed.

"It won't mean changes in
quality or how the job is
done," Hartz said. "It just
reflects a maturation of
the market."

Focusing on radio when
initially founded, IDB
owns and operates 14
earth stations located in
Staten Island, NY in addi-
tion to Los Angeles.

FCC Will Modify
One -To -A -Market
Station
Ownership
In a move seen as gener-
ally favorable to broad-
casters, the FCC has
agreed to allow exceptions
to its rules against owner-
ship of more than one sta-
tion in a given market. In
the top 25 markets, the
Commission will "look fa-
vorably on waivers pro-
vided there are 30 sepa-
rately owned and operated
broadcast stations in that
market," the Commission
stated. It added that it
would also give favorable
consideration to finan-
cially troubled broadcast
stations that have been
dark "for a substantial pe-
riod of time" or that are
involved in bankruptcy
proceedings.

FCC Chairman Dennis
Patrick said, "The record
in this proceeding over-
whelming details the effi-
ciency benefits and cost
savings that accrue from
joint ownership of radio
and television. These effi-
ciency benefits in turn
have proven to lead to

public benefits such as in-
creased news and informa-
tional programming, as
well as more stations be-
ing able to survive on the
air in an increasingly com-
petitive environment." In
a statement on the FCC
action, NAB vice president
and general counsel Jeff
Baumann said, "Philo-
sophically, the NAB was
opposed to the imposition
of the original rule [in
1970] and has favored
elimination of the existing
rule.

The FCC's action is a
step in the right direction,
and given the mood of
Congress and its concern
over this issue, we believe
the Commission went as
far as it could."

The FCC release does
not specifically mention
markets ranked below the
top 25, but many of these
markets have more than
than the required 30 sepa-
rately owned and operated
broadcast stations. Great
American Broadcasting's
vice president for corpo-
rate affairs, Anita
Wallgren, commented,
"We are awaiting release
of the official report, but
we plan to file a petition

for waiver in Cincinnati
and Kansas City, and
given the diversity of
these markets, are op-
timistic that a waiver will
be granted."

SBE Call for
Papers
The Society of Broadcast
Engineers is now soliciting
proposed engineering pa-
pers for the 1988 Broad-
cast Engineering confer-
ence. It will be held
October 5-8, 1989 in Kan-
sas City, MO.

The technical conference
will address hands-on
needs of engineers and
technical managers at ra-
dio and television sta-
tions.

Abstracts and letters of
interest in serving on
panel discussions must be
submitted by March 31,
1989. Camera-ready
manuscripts are due June
30, 1989. Send all mate-
rial to conference chair-
man John Battison, 890
Clubview Boulevard
North, Columbus, OH
43085. 
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WE'RE AS GOOD
AS THEIR WORD.

"The NEC transmitter has superior
reliability and stability. Breakdown
is not a problem:'

Bob Morgan, Chief Engineer
WCTV-TV

Tallahassee, FL

"Its reliability is phenomenal. There
are no moving parts in the cavity,
and breakdown has not been a
problem. This transmitter's been
perfect. We've been amazed:'

Jim Lockerd, Chief Engineer
KSWO-TV

Lawton, OK

ilk IS VOL

"We've had very, very, very few
breakdowns with this system. It's
been almost trouble -free. It's that
reliable:'

David Williams, Chief Engineer
WTVM-TV

Columbus, GA

"It's got reliability and stability.
There've simply been 'no bugs
with the transmitter since we
started. We're very satisfied, VE
happy:'

Lacy Worrel, Chief Engin
WMAZ

Macon,

"We were looking for modern
technology, and we liked NEC's
approach. We have had no
problems at all with our transmits
Power consumption has gone w
down from our older transmitter.
The transmitter's very stable:'

Don Luchsinger, Chief Engin(
KVOS-

Bellingham, V

If you want a clear picture of just how
good an NEC VHF transmitter is, take a
look at what people who use them are
saying. They're talking about reliability.
Stability. Excellence in design. Low cost
operation. And there's no comparison
when it comes to maintenance. They re-
quire very little attention.

They're also saying that NEC people are
always there when needed. With sug-
gestions. Ideas. Answers to questions.
Replacement parts. Or whatever it takes
to keep a transmitter running smoothly.

What they're telling us is what we'd like
to tell you. If you need a transmitter that's
built to be reliable year after year, that's
known for stability, and that's not power
hungry, take a look at what NEC is offer-
ing. Better yet, take a user's word for it.

Here's why there's no comparison:
 100% solid state to 10 kW; one tube to

50 kW
 Power ranges from 1 to 60 kW (parallel

rurning) Band I, to 100 kW (parallel run-
ning) Band III

 30% reduction in exciter parts for 50%
increase in MTBF (to 30,000 hours)

 Ready for stereo without modification

PCU-900 Series UHF Transmitters also
available. Power sizes 10 kW to 240 kW
(parallel running).

 Regulated power supplies throughout
transmitter (including filament of final
tube)

 No finger stock in cavity
 Only two controls on cavity
 Over 20,000 hours on final tube
 All solid state aural and visual drivers

Emergency parts are available 24
hours a day, 365 days a year in Wood
Dale, IL, 30 minutes from O'Hare
Airport. Simply call 1-800-323-6656.
For more information about NEC
transmitters, contact NEC America, Inc.,
Broadcast Equipment Division, 1255
Michael Drive, Wood Dale, IL 60191.
Phone: 312/860-7600.

NEC

C&C
Computers and Communications © 1987 NEC America, Inc.
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CROSSTALK
AN ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT JOURNAL

And In This Corner... Class A Power Hike
Dispute Boils Over

And In This Corner...

As this issue of BME went to
press, we received word that
Ampex-whose Ampex Digital

Optics system has a major share of the
special -effects market-has filed suit
against its competitor, Abekas Video
Systems, for "willful and deliberate"
infringement of five Ampex patents.
Abekas has flatly denied any
wrongdoing.

According to the Ampex suit, sev-
eral Abekas products-the A52 and
A53D digital special effects devices,
the A62 digital disk recorder and the
A42 still store-illegally use five
Ampex patents. The patents protect
the following techniques and devices:
digitally controlled lap dissolver;
high -bit -rate digital signal transmis-
sion system; video frame storage re-
cording and reproducing apparatus;
method and apparatus for digital
video -signal processing; and control-
ler for system for spacially transform-
ing images. Ampex's legal depart-
ment would not further describe the
individual patents or say which
Abekas products allegedly violate
which Ampex patents.

On the surface at least, Ampex ap-
pears to have a strong case simply be-
cause the three founders of Abekas-
Junaid Sheik (no longer with the com-
pany), Yeshwant Kamath and Phil
Bennett-all previously worked as
engineers on the design team that de-
veloped the ADO and ESS still store.
An Ampex spokesman said the com-
pany's suspicions were first aroused
about four years ago when Abekas in-
troduced the A52.

"We investigated the product and
determined that indeed it did infringe
upon Ampex -patented inventions,"

according to the spokesman. "So, in
1986, Ampex, having confirmed to its
satisfaction that an infringement had
occurred,, -approached Abekas with an
offer to license the infringed patent
technology....During the course of ne-
gotiations, other patents and products
were discovered to have been
infringed....After two years of
negotiations...Abekas refused a li-
cense agreement and said it would
continue to manufacture and market
those products...leaving Ampex no al-
ternative but to
seek a resolution
in the courts."

Abekas tells a
somewhat dif-
ferent story.
"Ampex offered a
package of pat-
ent licenses to
Abekas in 1986,"
says Abekas vice
president, sales
and marketing,
Paul G. Hansil.
"We felt that
their offer was
not relevant be-
cause we were
not using any of
the technology in
those patents, so
we said thanks, but no thanks." He
added, "Our position really hasn't
changed since the first day we re-
ceived the offer from Ampex."

In an official statement by Abekas,
company president Yeshwant
Kamath said the company was
"stunned" by the Ampex action. "We
have always been cordial and cooper-
ative in our relations with Ampex
since our departure in 1982 to found
Abekas. I am incredulous that the

A62 Digital Disk Recorder, for which
our company won both an Emmy and
a Monitor Award for technical excel-
lence in 1986, now stands accused of
violating Ampex patents."

What's behind the timing of the
suit? Same industry observers specu-
late that Ampex may see the suit as a
way to get a major cash infusion.
Ampex is seeking monetary damages,
which, given Abekas's success, could
prove substantial if Ampex prevails.
The contestants have taken their cor-

A bekas A53 -D: no patent violation, says the company. Ampex's suit
also names the A52, A62 and A42.

ner places and are lacing up their
gloves. Whatever the outcome of this
match, it should be accompanied by
plenty of special effects.

Class A Power Hike Dispute
Boils Over

he New Jersey Class A FM
Broadcasters Association, the
NAB, and a number of FMers
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...ERROR w. 12V DC !
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POWER AMPLIFIER
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Installation
and maintenance

of digital
equipment

is one of the
most exciting

challenges
of this decade.

Leitch
has developed

two new tools specifically
designed

to simplify
your digital

installations.
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compact
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acting independently have filed reply
comments to the FCC's proposed
rulemaking seeking a power increase
for Class A FM stations.

The issue, which has become a bit-
ter radio industry dispute, began in
September 1987 when the New Jersey
Class A association filed for an across-
the-board power increase from 3 kW
to 6 kW for all Class A FM stations. In
response, the FCC issued a proposal
in July 1988 which provides a power
increase for all Class A stations that
are not currently short -spaced.

A second Commission proposal-
developed in response to an autumn
petition by the NAB, which calls it a
"compromise"-mandates increased
separation between Class A stations
and all other stations to accommodate

CROSSTALK

"Most of the arguments that can be
made have been made, although we
will establish several salient new
points in our reply comments," said
Robert McAllan, president of the New
Jersey association. "There's no ques-
tion that the Commission, various
organizations and radio broadcasters
are sympathetic to the need for a
power increase, but the real argu-
ment is about who is going to get
what. We strongly believe-and our
proposal so states-that all stations
must benefit."

Not enough Class A stations would
gain much from the FCC's proposal,
according to the New Jersey group.
About 30 per cent of the 845 Zone 1
Class A stations are short -spaced.

The NAB's proposal, which in effect

Power
630 kHz

1100 kHz

1550 kHz

New (and Old) AM Contours

250 watts 50,000 watts
9.0 (23.51 14 (33) 23 (46) 38 (751

5.9 (13.51 8.6 (18) 12.5 (261 24.5 (45)

42 (8.9) 5.8 (12.3) 7 (17.6) 14.5 (31)

/Error is +l- 1 mile. Assumes nondirectional antenna operations at
standard AM antenna efficiencies (175mV1m1k1V1.1

New FM Contours
Class Max. Facilities 60 dBu

(ERP/HAAT, meters)
70dBu

A 3 kW/100m 14.8 8.4

B1 25 kW/100m 24.0 14.2

B 50 kW/150m 32.2 20.2

C2 50 kW/150m 32.2 20.2

Cl 100 kW/300m 44.7 31.0

C 100 kW/600m 56.9 41.9

[Error is +1- 0.2 mile.]

Distances to both contours for AM and FM bands, following recent relaxation of
FCC rules.

such an increase. Increases would
only be granted on an application -by -
application basis. Further, short -
spaced stations would have either to
use a directional antenna, relocate
their transmitter or reduce antenna
height. These measures are designed
to prevent interference on the FM
band or affecting service of other FM
stations in the short -spaced direction.

creates two groups of Class A sta-
tions- those who can increase power
and those who would have to take
other measures to benefit-only pro-
vides a simple upgrade for about half
the 2043 Class A stations operating in
the U.S. Most of those are in Zone 2.
The New Jersey group, most of whose
members are in Zone 1, opposes this
proposal, too. "Those that need help

the most are least likely to get it, "
McAllan says. The group further op-
poses any solution that mandates the
use of directional antennas, according
to Ken Keane of Wilner and Scheiner,
counsel for the association.

While it is virtually certain that
some form of power increase will be
granted to Class A broadcasters, the
altercation has caused a nasty rift be-
tween the NAB and some Class A FM
stations. Some Class A stations have
already resigned from the NAB,
charging that more consideration has
been given to the special interests of
bigger Class B and C operations. Dis-
sidents maintain these classes were
more heavily represented on the Ra-
dio Board and FM Subcommittee,
which considered the technical merits
of the New Jersey proposal.

More wide-ranging is the charge
that an industry trade association
should not act in a manner that would
not support the interests of its entire
membership body.

"I believe that we need a strong
trade association to represent us on
issues that face us as a total indus-
try," says McAllan. "I further believe
it is not appropriate for the NAB to
get involved in intramural squabbles
between assocation members. The
FCC is the right and proper forum for
that."

The NAB replies that the Radio
Board considered the New Jersey pro-
posal in the light of its newly devel-
oped position on maintaining spec-
trum integrity. This position holds
that no FM or AM activity should
cause "significant new interference,"
according to Jeff Baumann, general
counsel for the Association.

"We are totally in favor of a power
increase for Class A stations, but our
engineering studies indicated that an
across-the-board upgrade would cause
significant interference," he said.

Moreover, the Class A power up-
grade should be considered as part of
the bigger issue of FM spectrum allo-
cation. "We see the FCC abandoning
the concepts of mileage separation
and localism in favor of a 'demand'
system," Baumann said. 
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Ready to Score
Anither Scoop!

Toshiba's Mt -3 Satellite Scoop System makes live coverage of
fast -breaking news events routine.

This complete Ku -band system fits in 10 compact, lightweight
'. flight cases that meet IATA carry -on baggage regulations.

Once on site, an array of proven Toshiba design advances
facilitate set-up. A 1.8M parabolic antenna with a simplified

360'azimuth rotary mechanism in addition to an easy
polarization, 6 -segment FRP antenna reflector make

set-up short and sweet.
The synthesized exciter minimizes MCPC/SCPC

carrier phase noise and
provides all-purpose
control flexibility. And
advanced microprocessor

.1111,1111111- controls assure complete
access with all existing
international communi-
cation satellites.

Toshiba's Mt -3 Satellite
Scoop System effectively
takes the work and
worry out of live news
coverage.

The Mt -3 was developed
jointly by Toshiba and
CBS Engineering and
Development.

TOSHIBA
TOSHIBA CORPORATION ._,

ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS DEPARTMENT
1-1, SHIBAURA 1-CHOME, MINATO -KU. TOKYO, 105. JAPAN

TELEX J22567 -051-116A CABLE TOSHIBA TOKYO PHONE . 457-3246-B

TOSHIBA AMERICA, Inc.
701 WESTCHESTER AVE., SUITE 204W, WHITE PLAINS, N.Y.10604 T ELEP HONE (914) 949-7750/52/5B/58 FACSIMILE (914)949-8004
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TECH WATCH

Rewritable Optical:
Here at Last

Ft

the last seven years the joke in
the disk drive industry has been
that the optical drive is just

three years away. One variant, the so-
called "erasable" optical disk, has
been a gleam in PC users' eyes since
1981, when 3M developed a major ma-
terials breakthrough that helped en-
able real -world development.

Following a frenetic year of product
launches and chimerical "announce-
ments" of independently developed
technologies, the good news is that
erasable optical disks and companion
disk drives are now here and avail-
able for use. Related to CD-ROM
(Compact Disk -Read Only Memory)
and WORM (Write Once Read Many)
technologies, erasable, or "re -
writable," optical disks can be erased
and rewritten at will over the life of
the disk. (Optical disk life is currently
estimated at 10 million write -erase
cycles, which compares favorably to
magnetic media.)

Quantities are limited, but at least
six major manufacturers have created
drives and disks that look like they
will work. Best of all, they communi-
cate with each other, which bodes well
for agreement on an international
standard. Standards for the 51/4 -inch
erasable optical format were, in fact,
accepted by the International Stan-
dards Organization two months ago.

"We're home free from a standards
point of view," exulted one industry
insider, acknowledging that accep-
tance of a standard (the ISO agree-
ment also includes ANSI ratification)
and commercial availability of prod-
ucts are the two biggest hurdles fac-
ing the nascent format. Development
of a standard interface will be critical
for mass acceptance of the format.

For sheer number of "blue sky"
technology announcements, the eras-
able optical disk looks to be computer -
land's next alchemical stone. Bold an -

By Beth Jacques

nouncements were made in 1988, first
of an erasable audio compact disc
(CD -Thor, from Tandy, which is "at
least" two years away by the compa-
ny's own admission) and then from
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All data hits in a blank magneto -optic
disk point north -pole -down. When a bit
is heated with a focused laser, its ori-
entation flips to north -pole -up in the
presense of a field from a bias coil (Al.
The same beam erases previously writ-
ten data when the coil's polarity is re-
versed, so that desired north -pole -up
bits return to the north -pole -down state
(B). To read the bits, the laser is turned
to a lower power; polarization of re-
flected light (C) varies with the bit's
magnetic direction. Source: IEEE Spec-
trum, 1988.

Steve Jobs, former Apple president,
who claims his NeXT PC, a much -
ballyhooed "fourth -generation" per-
sonal computer, will contain Canon's
erasable optical disk, and at prices
which appear to contradict Canon's
own reports.

"These announcements generated a
lot of interest-and some confusion,"
said one engineering expert, pointing
out that Canon's refusal to demon-
strate the disk at a recent computer
show indicates that, like Tandy, the
technology is proprietary (and hence
not compatible with a standard.) Re-
viewers also say they have not been
able to perform hands-on work with
the NeXT computer alone; a second
industry expert tells BME categori-
cally that the NeXT optical system
disk announcement is "just a tease.
When it ships, it'll ship with a hard
disk."

Manufacturers who are currently
supplying optical disk drives include
Sony, Olympus/Ricoh and Maxtor.
Erasable optical disks are currently
available from Sony and 3M, al-
though "it's just a matter of when the
other shoe drops" before European gi-
ant NV Philips enters the market,
says an expert. (Philips and Sony in-
dependently developed the digital au-
dio technology that later became the
industry standard Compact Disc au-
dio format.) It is, perhaps, significant
that of these companies, only 3M and
Maxtor are American. Called "Ta-
hiti"-ostensibly because if it suc-
ceeds, company engineers can retire
there-the Maxtor drive offers 1

gigabyte of storage on one 51/4 -inch
optical disk. This is currently twice
the capacity offered by Japanese com-
panies, but that will change. It is
known that "Japan, Inc." holds a "na-
tional interest" in information tech-
nology in general and optical media in
particular.
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No one has installed more library management
video cart systems than Odetics.

Every one of these cart machine users now enjoy
a better on -air look and fewer makegoods.

Their operations have been simplified by a
database management system that's so powerful, an

operator can track every cart without leaving his chair.
The Odetics library management cart system

smoothly interfaces with other equipment, from traffic
computers to station automation systems.

To learn more about Odetics' broad line of library
management video cart systems, call us today.

Odetics Broadcast
1515 South Manchester Avenue, Anaheim, California 92802-2907 (e... 800-243-2001 or 714-774-2200

Director of Sales Northeast Southeast West South Central Midwest
Bill Keegan Jesse Nickels Emerson Ray Chuck Martin Philip Smith Bill Boyd

Z 913-862-2824 ir 608-754-2139 r0 813-960-0853 Tii 818-880-4165 Z 214-250-4429 0 612-894-2121

See Us At NAB, Booth #0711
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TECH WATCH

Second generation erasable optical
drives and media are already in devel-
opment, according to Sony. While
other development announcements to
date have been mostly blue smoke
and mirrors, companies known to be
working in the area include Sharp,
Nikon, IBM, Hewlett Packard and
Verbatim, a subsidiary of Eastman
Kodak, which is working on 31/2 -inch
drives. It is further expected that Ko-
rean and Chinese manufacturers will
enter the market within the next two
years. While such an entry stamps the
erasable optical disk a true mass -
market product, it is still probable
that only the companies who are cur-
rently in production or far advanced
in planning will eventually succeed.
"Some people will tough this out re-
gardless for strategic reasons, but this
is very sophisticated and you really
need to have a lot of costs behind you,"
said one manufacturer.

Rewritable optical media offer two
major advantages which broadcasters
and facility users, among others, cry
out for: high capacity digital storage
which can be erased and which can be
removed from its operating unit.
Based on magneto -optical technology,
erasable disks currently hold about
600 Mbytes of information on a two-
sided 51/4 -inch disk or 80 Mbytes on a
PC -sized 31/2 -inch disk. (Note, though,
that current optical disk drives are
single -sided only.) Applications
abound, particularly in video imag-
ing, which requires a great deal of
data and is difficult to manipulate be-
cause no portable, high -capacity stor-
age medium has hitherto been avail-
able. Initial target markets include
CAD/CAM and graphics and imaging
equipment, where the pressure is con-
stant to offer higher resolution and
better color definition.

Sony is targeting special applica-
tions for the technology, at least ini-
tially. When it demonstrated its 51/4 -
inch erasable optical disk drives and
cartridges at the recent COMDEX
computer show, it used them to throw
up detailed color images on the screen
of its NEWS workstation. First-gen-

First generation data
traloy-er time is "a

problem but it will be
solved.-

eration optical drives won't replace
Winchester hard disk drives, the com-
pany says, but will instead be used in
new applications such as backup for
central computer systems or on-line
library storage systems for engineer-
ing and graphics drawings.
CAD/CAM, medical imaging and
high -resolution scanning and color
printing applications are immedi-
ately apparent. Speedier second gen-
eration models will be "the storage
medium of choice" for networked data
libraries and desktop workstations,
according to W. Mike Deese, vice pres-
ident of Sony's U.S. optical storage
system division.

Two problems plague the first -gen-
eration technology, however. Data ac-
cess time is slow and not competitive
with fast Winchester disks. (A 300-
Mbyte 51/4 -inch Winchester drive ac-
cesses data between 20 and 60 ms; the
same capacity magneto -optic drive
takes 40 to 60 ms.) Worse, first -gen-
eration data transfer rates for eras-
able optical media run at 100 kb/s,
compared to 1Mb/s for magnetic me-
dia. "This is a problem," said one

manufacturer. "Everyone knows it,
and it will be solved." Second -genera-
tion magneto -optic drives are ex-
pected to approach 16-30 Mbits/s for
data transfer and 20 ms for data ac-
cess, according to Robert Freese of
Alphatronix Inc., a North Carolina
company which supplies complete
high end magneto -optic subsystems to
computer companies. The problem
arose in part, according to Freece, be-
cause erasable disks arrived before
the drives. The erasable disks re-
quired a technology breakthrough
while the drives, while new, did not
and therefore operate essentially as
modifications of current designs.

In addition to much faster access
and transfer times, new developments
for the technology include dramati-
cally increased data capacity-per-
haps ten times the current launch ca-
pacity of 600 Mbytes-and a 31/2 -inch
format. Pricing, too, will be an issue:
drives currently cost around $3800
and cartridges are $250 apiece; Canon
will supply an evaluation system for
$6000 and an additional cartridge for
$200. While citing Canon -based car-
tridges for the NeXT computer at $50
is considered "premature," prices for a
standard 600 Mbyte eraseable disk
are expected to fall into that price
range eventually. 

Jacques is BME's senior editor.

Recording the Erasable Disk: How to
Data are stored on a thin film of magnetic material as a sequence of
digital bits whose magnetic field is either north -pole -up (digital "1") or
north -pole -down (digital "0").

All magnetic domains on a blank disk point north -pole -down. At 150
degrees C. the magnetic force ("coercivity") needed to flip a domain falls
to zero and the bias field records a north -pole -up alignment.

To record an erasable disk, an infrared laser beam heats a microscopic
spot on the disk to 150 degrees C. and records a digital bit. The medium
cools immediately and freezes the spot's orientation. To erase, the bias
magnetic field is reversed to north-pole-down-either by physically in-
verting the magnet or reversing the current flow through an electromag-
net. The data flips and the disc can be rewritten.
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Ikegami's Mini -Microwave Links Offer Video Coverage
Never Before Possible

The PP -70 provides coverage from atop the Gulf &
Western Building to a receiver at ground level for
window -link transmission.

The PP -80 mounted atop the Verrazano Narrows
Bridge provides spectacular coverage at the start of
the NYC Marathon.

By miniaturizing sophisticated microwave technology,

Ikegami's microwave links allow you to maximize your

video coverage by reaching these hard to get to places

and sending back those once impossible shots.

Recent uses of the PP -70 and PP -80 models include

spectacular bridge -top shots of the start of the N.Y.C.

Marathon, breathtaking mountain top shots of a major

ski jump event and, up -close action in the pits of the

Indianapolis 500.

SUPERIOR TECHNOLOGY MEANS
VIDEO COVERAGE AT ITS BEST.

Higk performance, state-of-the-art technology, com-

bined with rugged, lightweight design, are just some of

the many advantages you'll discover in our mini -micro-

wave links.

When used with the appropriate antenna, the links can

transmit up to 50 miles between the event site and an OB

van or relay point.

The PP -70, available in 7 or 13 GHz, (soon to be avail-

able in 2GHz) features low power consumption, a built-in

frequency synthesizer with 14 channels in the 7 GHz

Band and 22 channels in the 13 GHz Band, a Double



Superhetrodyne Receiver to minimize adjacent -channel

interference, built-in video and audio test signal genera-

tors to simplify field operations, audible tone to insure

directicnal alignment, and much more.

The PF-80 available in 2 or 7 GHz incorporates many

of the advantages of the widely acclaimed PP -70, and

adds such up-to-the-minute technologies as switchabk

SYSTEM FEATURES AT A GLANCE

POWER OUTPUT  PP -70 -

SWITCHABLE PP -80 -
POWER OUTPUT PP -80 -

120mW - 13GHz
1.2W - 7GHz

2GHz 3/12 watt
7GHz 1/6 watt

PP -70 Rugged two-piece design

PP -80 STL applications

PP -70 & PP -80
* Quick disconnect antenna
* Plug in card design affords easy change of

subcarrier frequencies and easy service
 FCC type acceptance
 Frequency agile
 Built-in LED field strength meter and beeper

for easy antenna alignment
 External field strength meter capability
 Off -the -shelf availability
 Wide range of accessories available
 Ideal for IF (70mHz) repeat capability
 Small size, lightweight, make it ideal for

mobile van applications
 Ideal for sporting applications

power (k.-w-hig1), and a remote control terminal for

airborne operation.

Both sysiems are available with a wide range of

antennas and accessories.

To find out more, contact Ikegami Headquarters or your

nearest Ikegami microwave sales representative.

Beers Associates, 112 Turnpike Road Ste. 302, Westboro,
MA 01581. 508-898-3200

R&H Associates 2060 N.E. Coachman Road, Clearwater,
FL 34625,813-442-7505

Charles Paterson & Associates, 4815 Montclair Avenue,
Charlotte, NC 2ffi11, 704-364-5146

ComLogic Inc., 5240 E. Bromley Drive, Agoura, CA
91301. 818-991-7506

Broadcast Plus, Inc., Central American Terminal,
Bowmar_ held, Louisville, KY 40205, 502-452-2777

Emma* Associates, Inc., 1121 1Riverwood Drive,
Burnsville, MN 55337, 612-890-8920

Image Marketing, PO Box 68996, Schaumburg, IL
60168, 312-885-4870

G.P. Enterprises, PO Box 912, Arlington, TX 76004-0912,
817-572-0132

The Waterkord Group, 3070 Orchard City Drive, Ste 202,
Campbell, CA 95008, 408-374-8450

Applied Electronics, 299 Evans Venue, Toronto, Ontario
M8Z1K2. '16-252-3761

Ikegami Electronics (USA), Inc.
37 Brcok Avenue
Maywood. NJ 07607 licegami(201) 36E3-9171
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by automate a tele-
vision facility?
What kind of auto-
mation system is
best? These ques-
tions, which many

station engineers face today, are
made more complicated by the in-
creasing number of choices in the
automation field. In contrast to the
situation just a few years back, to-
day's broadcast industry offers many
different options for television auto-
mation, ranging from the very simple
to almost total station control. This
article will explore the issues in-
volved in automating master control
in the modern station.

Automation itself is not a new topic.
BY DAVID P. BIRD Automation systems control many

AUTOMATING
THE MODERN

TELEVISION FACILITY
AM and the majority of FM radio sta-
tions. Various forms of television fa-
cility automation have been in use
during the last 10 years. The video
editing controller was the first practi-
cal use of sophisticated machine and
switcher automation. Cable television
uses automation for multiple channel
management and commercial
insertion.

Most television broadcast facilities
use automation to some degree. For
over a decade, the Ampex ACR-25 and
RCA TCR-100 video cartridge ma-
chines have been in widespread use,
providing basic semi -automated oper-
ations. The new generation of video
spot players, such as the Sony
Betacart and Odetics cart machines,
improves on the capabilities of their
predecessors.

The greatest potential of facility
automation lies in the master control

suite. Perhaps no other purchase can
do more for the efficiency and image
of a television station. General pur-
pose station automation systems offer
many operational advantages; yet,
there is probably no purchase that is
put off or avoided more than the sta-
tion automation system. This is due
largely to the requirement of interfac-
ing and controlling nearly everything
in the broadcast facility. The magni-
tude and complexity of this task make
specification, selection and installa-
tion of station automation an impos-
ing task. There is also much confusion
as to what television station automa-
tion can and cannot do, and what fea-
tures are desirable or important.

There are few purely technical rea-
sons to automate. The impetus to

automate starts with
station management
and technical operations
departments, with tech-
nical planning support
from engineering.

The overriding reason

of errors. Incorrect inter-
pretation of the printed
schedule, incorrect me-
dia selection, and on -air
switching errors detract
from the station's image
and its revenues.

Reduction of commer-
cial errors increases sta-

tion revenues. Commercial spot er-
rors affect station revenues in several
ways. First, the revenue is lost. Sec-
ond, a "make -good" is required. This
means finding an acceptable position
somewhere else in the schedule. Un-
less the schedule contains non -reve-
nue positions, another commercial
spot must be dropped. Thirdly, the
revenue from the dropped spot is lost.
A single commercial error results in
loss of at least two revenue positions.
Elimination of one or two commercial
errors per week can pay for a sophisti-
cated automation system in short
order.

Switching errors are grouped into
two types: operator and schedule. Op-
erator errors are caused by misread-
ing printed schedules or incorrect
switcher source selections. Schedule
errors are caused by bad program con-
tinuity or incorrectly identified me -
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dia. Automation eliminates the need
to search a printed schedule visually
to find the next event or media. Vali-
dation of media and supervision of
machine activities ensures that the
correct media is available. If the sys-
tem includes a spot player device,
automation can confirm the presence
of needed spot material.

Various levels of terminal prompts
and alarm messages advise the oper-
ator of upcoming schedule require-
ments and alerts the operator to miss-
ing media. The timing of these
messages permits operator corrective
action before the schedule execution
is effected. In event of equipment fail-
ure, the system must revert to a
known default configuration preserv-
ing the on -air appearance.

Efficient use of technical labor and
equipment is another reason to auto-
mate. Automation does not necessar-
ily result in the reduction of labor
costs. Rather, it helps the technical
operator perform technical functions
by reducing paperwork and the de-
tailed review of complex schedules.
With the flat commercial market of
the last few years, efficient schedul-
ing and maximum use of station tech-
nical resources are important
concerns.

Various levels of facility automa-
tion exist in the modern television fa-
cility. The first step in selecting an
automation system is to define the
system control requirements clearly.

The simplest form of automation is
switcher and machine control. This is
described as configuration storage.
The settings of routing switcher
crosspoints and machine assignments
are stored and retrieved depending on
facility usage. These actions are not
tied to an execution time but to the
immediate needs of the facility.

The next level of automation in-
cludes execution of events based on
scheduled times. These events are
usually "off-line" or auxiliary control
functions. Providing cuts switching
and control of machines, auxiliary
schedule events switch signal trunks,
change inputs to production equip -

Additional RGB
Status Monitors

Status Displays

C

Operator Terminals

Utility Printer

Log Printer

FIGS . Sync

ETHERNET/THIN-NET LAN
Multiple Channel and Redundant
Automation System Computers

MCS-2000 Master Control Switcher

  1111: ;12

- - mem.44 
U.. IM11111M MENNEN MEM 

BTS CI -2000
Computer
Interface

HP 9000 Series 330
Cornputer
Includes 81-Mbyte Hero Disk
And Dual 0.7 Mbyte Floppy Disk

IRS232 TO FTS422
CCNVEITTER

(Options)

A

Party Line
COAX Cable

Machne
Convot
Port

TCS-1
Machine Control

Other
Machine

Interlaces

TVS/TAS-2000/2001
Routing Switcher

SAUTE Time Code

RS232
ACCEM
LAN SYSTEM

TIME CODE
CLOCK

AutornaDon Senal Interface Suss

ISTILL STORE
INTERFACE

ICHARACTER
GENERATOR
INTERFACE

STATION
TRAFFIC
SYSTEM

SATELLITE
RECEIVER
CONTROL

ment, assign sources to the master
control switcher, and supervise sched-
uled recordings. Recording events
may use multiple overlapping record-
ers and actually control external sup-
port equipment such as satellite an-
tenna and receiver systems.

Master control or "presentation
automation" includes many of the
functions already mentioned, ex-
panded to control the on -air continu-
ity. Main schedule events control the
signals and machines used for the
master control operation. Traffic sys-
tem interface, spot player support,
and source transition are important
features of this control level. The de-
gree of master control switcher sup -

Automation of the master control suite can
maximize a television station's efficiency and
image.

Typical system configuration of a full-
blown master control automation system
(BTS BTA-2300). An HP 9000
multiterminal computer system controls
master control and routing functions, with
optional interfaces to cart playback system,
still store and graphics, and satellite
receiver.
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Multiple control computers can be linked
via an Ethernet local area network to pro-
vide multichannel operation.

External

Systems 44-1
LAN

CHANNEL - A

Gateway

The impetus to automate starts with station
management and technical operations departments,
with technical planning support from engineering.
port is one of the major differences be-
tween automation systems. Expan-
sion to full -facility automation means
control of all aspects of the broadcast
operation.

A television station automation
system must support each step in the
broadcast process. Consider each of
the following steps and how they ap-
ply to your current operations:

Automation system user interface.
Operator terminal displays must
present the required system informa-
tion in an easily readable form. Effec-
tive use of color and character high-
lights direct the terminal user to the
more important screen data. Simple
and accepted use of keyboard
pushbuttons coupled with
touchscreen and mouse pointer de-
vices simplify operator access to
needed schedule data. System func-
tions should not require unusual key-
strokes or button sequences. System
menus should identify themselves on
the terminal screen and appropriate

menu functions should be easily
selected.

The automation system should sup-
port multiple operator terminals. A
valuable system feature supports ter-
minal contexting. This permits a sin-
gle -operator terminal to control more
than one system function at a time,
effectively doubling the number of
terminals in a given system.

Automation video status displays.
The station automation system
should include a video status output
distributed throughout the broadcast
facility. This display contains the cur-
rent schedule execution and the over-
all status of the automation system.
System level error conditions are in-
cluded on the status display. A system
alarm output connected to an exter-
nal alarm circuit can advise the oper-
ator of error conditions while away
from the terminal.

Using the station traffic computer.
Most modern broadcast facilities in-
clude a booking, billing and traffic de -

CHANNEL - B CHANNEL - C
Traffic/Editing
Workstation'

ETHERNET - THIN NET Local Area Network

I

-4*.7411)

EXTERNAL
Traffic And

Billing System

Other
System
Components
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Wouldn't it be great if
somebody built a routing
switcher that could handle
ALL of your switching
requirements today with-
out becoming obsolete
tomorrow?

SOMEBODY DOES.
UTAH SCIENTIFIC.

Utah Scientific rot..tiig systems perform to the best specs
in the industry. Re iability. eaie of operation and long-
term stability have been proven in more than 500 instal-
lations around tie world.

Whether you need .i simple 10x10 audio/video router, or
a large, multi-leel matrix to handle timecode, tally, and
RS -422 control ;wit:hing. Utah Scientific can provide a
router configuration, to m=et rour -reeds.

Controlling the router is easy with the industry's broadest
selection of conircl panels, computer interface equipment,
and automatic control systems, all of which are user repro-
grammable. And, the uniquely flexible design of the Utah
Scientific system ensures -hat you will have a router which
can be easily expanded as your systems requirements
change.

Call us today fcr more informatiol.

LITF11-1
saciEnTIFIC1
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Typical schedule manager screen of the
BTA-2300, showing duration, location and
status of upcoming events.

partment. The automation system
should have access to the schedules
generated by this department. A traf-
fic system interface permits the trans-
fer of schedule data and log reports
directly to and from the traffic depart-
ment computer, preferably with stor-
age capability for multiple schedules
and logs. Since the schedules and logs
are transferred electronically, errors
due to operator interpretation or key-
board entry are eliminated. Accurate
logs and discrepancy reports are re-
turned directly to the traffic computer
for reconciliation and billing.

The technical interface to the sta-
tion traffic system must be as simple
as possible. The information interface
should use industry -accepted data
transfer protocols and serial interface
standards. The automation system
traffic routines must handle existing
traffic system data formats. The auto-
mation system will convert the traffic
format schedules to the required in-
ternal data formats. Extensive
customization of the existing station
traffic computer system is not a pre-
requisite to automation installation.

Editing and maintenance of pro-
gram schedules. Broadcast schedules
are subject to various forms of sched-

ule editing. The addition, movement,
or dropping of spot positions, program
changes and equipment availability
require modification of the schedules
received from the station traffic com-
puter. Multiple authorized system us-
ers must be able to edit schedules and
logs including schedules being
executed.

The operator interface to system
editors must be as simple as possible.
If the editor functions like common
word processors, training of system
operators is simplified. Typical word
processor functions such as search,
search and replace, and global change
are valuable editing capabilities.

The schedule editor must ensure
that the data entered or modified is
valid for required system operation.
Validation of times, media types, and
machine assignments help prevent
the operator from creating a schedule
error.

Further, the schedule editor should
maintain a log of schedule changes. If
an event is deleted or changed, the
time, date, and who made the change
is stored. This change record is impor-
tant in tracking schedule -related er-
rors. It can be used to trace the cause
of an execution error to determine if it
was caused by a hardware fault or an
operator mistake.

The degree of editing capability
should be limited to the requirements
of each system operator. Permission
levels tied to user passwords would
permit full schedule editing, viewing
of schedules and editing of comments,
or viewing of schedules only.

Controlling schedule execution. The
schedule manager functions control
the actual execution of main and aux-
iliary schedule files. Automatic and
semi -automatic modes should be in-
cluded. The operator must be able to
skip events to advance the schedule.
The operator may define alternate or
protection schedules, and easily
change to the new schedules as re-
quired. The system should have the
capability to automatically link to the
next day's schedule. The automatic
linking of schedules is important to

There is probably no purchase that is put off or
avoided more by staff than the
purchase of a station's automation system.
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With the Master-21"Master Control
Switcher, the presage goes off when

the commercials go on.
The intelligent Master -21

Master Control Switcher will get
rave reviews from a small but
highly critical audience.

The people in your control
room.

Thanks to the
Master -21
switcher's
configurable
pre-set bus, you
can take the
guesswork out
of complex
set-ups by
programming them in advance.
And the system's RS422 ESbus
port interfaces with a variety of
automation systems.

The Master -21 system is a

dedicated stand-alone matrix
that's loaded with high
performance features. Like 16
inputs, accumulative keying,
built-in stereo, and the industry's
first -ever Transition Status

Display.
There's

something else
intelligent about
the Master -21
Master Control
Switcher: the
price. It's proof
you don't need a

big budget to enjoy great
programming.

Who knows? With the Master -
21 system, you may actually
enjoy watching television again.

CAM 3

1 1 :41

VTR 16
A JTO

1 .6 \ 0.4
REMAINING PRE ROLL TRAN

Si Aster -21'S WW1.' 1 ranstuon Status Display one of
many window inserts, that provides flexible, instant, and
highly graphic access to all the information you need.

For complete details and ordering
information, contact the Grass Valley
Group office nearest you.

Grass Valley Group®
11111M111111111MIIIIIM.Nr

A TEKTRONIX COMPANY

A./G\. THE GRASS VALLEY GROUP INC.

P.O. Box 1114, Grass Valley, CA 95945 USA
Telephone (916) 478-3000
TRT: 160432

OFFICES: New York (201) 845-7988; District of Columbia
(301) 622-6313; Atlanta (404) 493-1255; Chicago (219) 264-0931;
Minneapolis (612) 483-2594; Dallas/Fort Worth (817) 483-7447;
Los Angeles (818) 999-2303; San Francisco (415) 968-6680;
GVG International Ltd. (U.K.) +44-962-843939;
Grass Valley Group Asia (HK) + 852-3-7396632
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Typical control/terminal configurations.
Disk drives provide expandable storage
while mouse and trackball devices stream-
line input.

An ideal television station automation system
must properly support each of the necessary steps
in the broadcast process.
24 -hour operation. The schedule exe-
cution must support several types of
event initiations:

Absolute start times force events to
start at a predetermined clock time.
This start mode is used for predictable
events, such as the start of programs.

Estimated start times change based
on schedule continuity. If the operator
changes or drops an event or places
the schedule on hold, any following
events should automatically adjust to
reflect the new times. Estimated start
times float within a program seg-
ment. Start times are adjusted up to
the start time of the next absolute
timed event.

A major obstacle to station automa-
tion acceptance has been handling
events with unpredictable start
times. Manual start times are used
when such an event is scheduled, for
example, a time-out in a sporting
event or a network cut -in. Automa-
tion presets the next event but waits
for the operator to initiate the transi-
tion. The start times of following
events are adjusted to maintain
schedule timing.

All switching events including op-
erator manual intervention should be
time -stamped and included in the
automation system "as -aired" log.
Automation time -stamped logging of
external events should also be in-
cluded. These external events may in-
clude important conditions such as
transmitter failure, EBS alarms, or
any important contact closure.

Support for commercial spot play-
ers. Video spot players and library
management systems are becoming
an integral part of the broadcast
chain. The automation system must
be able to identify spot material and
generate the required event playlists.
The machine playlists should imme-
diately reflect any changes made in
the current main schedule. The "as -
aired" log from the spot player should
be retrieved and included as a part of
the automation system "as -aired" log.

Data management and schedule
storage. User list utilities permit file
management and system housekeep-
ing without having to deal with a
computer operating system. Printing
of media pull lists, schedules and dis-
crepancy reports should be included.
Required schedule management func-

tions include file merging, copying,
and backup.

System configuration and defini-
tion. The configuration of the automa-
tion system must be very flexible. The
user should easily be able to configure
the station automation system with-
out costly custom programming. The
system manager should include sim-
ple configuration editors which the
operator uses to change and load sys-
tem parameters. The user must be
able to back up these important pa-
rameter files in case of system failure.
The number of definable parameters
should be as large as possible.

Many station automation systems
use proprietary or highly customized
hardware. The automation vendor
must be willing and able to provide
long-term system support. Support of
the automation system hardware is
simplified by use of standard
products.

Automation system security. A so-
phisticated security system must be
included. Definition of user and ter-
minal permissions can control access
to the various system functions and
restrict the level of schedule editing
permitted. The operator uses an ap-
propriate user name and password,
but must also be at a terminal with
the correct system permissions. The
security system should prevent unau-
thorized terminal access.

Full -facility television station auto-
mation is available now. The
BTS/Broadcast Television Systems
BTA-2300 Television Station Auto-
mation System is a general purpose
automation package that meets or ex-
ceeds station automation require-
ments. BTA-2300 automation uses a
standard Hewlett Packard computer
workstation, standard BTS control
hardware and software written in the
"C" programming language. A num-
ber of systems in a variety of operat-
ing environments demonstrate the
power of this versatile television sta-
tion automation system. 

Bird is product manager for the BTS BTA-
2300 television station automation system.
He has worked in television engineering for
17 years and most recently was manager of
engineering for Video West, the Salt Lake
City post -production facility.
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ALErTruly a lexical character g
Virtually unlimited character manipul an

real-time animation ...true perspective... full antialiasin
in every mode .. and easy to use, with a model for every budget...

but don't read about it...SEE IT! Call or write for afree VHS
demo tape showing the full range of dynamic effects.

You'll never be satisfied with just a character generator again!
Call your nearest Ampex sales office today.

GET YOUR HANDS ON ALEX AT NAB!

AM PEX
Atlanta (404) 491-7112 Boston (617) 932-6201 Chicago (312) 593-6000 Dallas (214) 960-1162 Los Angeles (818) 365-8627

New Jersey (201) 825-9600 (In New York (212) 947-8633) San Francisco (415) 367-2202 Washington D.C. (301) 530-8800 Canada (416) 821-8840

Ampex Corporation 1989



The modern cart machine is begin-
ning to redefine television station
automation significantly.

This statement becomes self-evi-
dent when one considers that, until
recently, station automation was gen-
erally perceived as a central computer
used to switch between program
sources, to preroll tape machines, to
preselect still stores or special effects
sequences, and to report the log as it
was actually executed.

For the last few years we have in-
deed been hearing much about station
automation. However, relatively few
stations are successfully using station
automation to any degree that ap-
proximates the implied promises or
publicity for this technology.

With the arrival of the large, mod-
ern cart machine, there is now a very
valid reason to reexamine overall sta-
tion automation needs. New cart ma-
chines have large storage capacities
and from four to eight tape decks, pro-
viding a huge sequential program-
ming capability. When you add so-
phisticated computer control and
software to that combination, you are
performing many station automation
functions.

To fully appreciate the potential of
the modern cart machine, it is neces-
sary to examine some of their more
salient features which are already be-
ing utilized at television stations on a
daily basis. An Odetics cart machine,
for instance, provides the operator
with keyboard control to edit a run-
ning playlist or the parameters that
influence the playing of any event
within a playlist. The cart machine
also preserves and prints true "as -
run" logs, which take into consider-
ation most pertinent factors, includ-
ing the on -air tally from the master
control switcher.

Most important of all is the library
management function. The cart ma-
chine maintains a database of all

BY TIM CRABTREE AND
DAVE LEWIS

USING THE MODERN
CART MACHINE FOR

BROADCAST
AUTOMATION

Will the cart machine be the core of modern
television station automation?

Date: 12/05/88 88340

Air Date Au Tae House 8 Title ID

AS RUN LOG

Playlist PICDOORS

Bo: 1 Tiae On Air

Page 1

Time Regaining VTR Reft Ref2 Status

12-20-88 10:31:11 5906 RAYON SPORTS 81. -BIOS 6258 00:00:12

12-20-80 10:31:24 9108 SHRINER/GERALDO NPEC-12 11705 00:00:01 00:00:28

12-20-88 10:31:27 9045 DAYTON'S 13 HOUR 06223

15

00:00:09 43

12-20-88 10:31:37 9010 D. COKE NINA 06244 11519159 00100:29

5112-20-08 10,32:07 5804 6ERAL0() BL -8108 6280 00:00:13

12-20-88 10:32:20 9040 THIRTEENS 26225 00:00:14 23

12-20-88 10:32:35 9121 W.W. OF DISNEY MAIL -36 !1731 OC:00:20

12-20-88 10:32:56 5727 D. PEPSI REMOTE SP 5054 00:00:29

12-20-81 10x.33:26 5612 00TH 10 ID SP

553

00:00:03 5

12-20-88 10:33:29 9073 HARLEM &TROTTER 0622611635 00:00:30 1

12-20-88 10:34:00 9081 COME HOME 12 )6226 11651 00:00:30 2

12-20-88 10:34230 5808 UFO COVER UP 1 81-8108 6267 0E400:26 3

12-20-88 10:34:56 5812 KIDS KLUB 1.4108 6404 00:00:11 4

12-20-89 10:35:07 9060 ARBY'S GIANT 06223 11609 00:00:30 5

12-20-88 10:35637 9107 THE BILL REPORT SPEC -12 11703 00:00:30

12-20-88 10:36:07 5911 MIAMI NEAT B.B. 31.4109 3061 00:00:19 2

12-20-88 10:36:27 5909 GPO COVER UP 2 01-9108 6269 00:00:28

12-20-88 10:36:55 9018 41 PROMO 36224 11535 00:00:59

12-20-88 10:37:55 9030 4010 ID 08335 3021 0000:09

12-20-88 10:38:04 9901 MCDONALOS KICK 10 11791 00:00:29

12-20-88 10:38:35 5908 UFO COVER UP 1 31-8108 6263 00:00:26

12-20-80 10:3901 9036 CREATURE FEATURE 18135 11920 00:00:17

12-20-89 10:39:18 8258 MIAMI HEAT NBA 518335

11:
00:00:20

12-20-88 10:39:38 5803 WPTY SAT MOVIE 31.-8108 00:00:15

12-20-88 10:3954 5612 KXTV 10 ID IP 5023 00:00:03

12-20-88 10:3957 5900 BIG MOVIE WPTY 11-8108 11887 00:00:15

12-20-88 10:40:42 5816 CRANFORD DIAMOND 3058 00100:11

12-20-88 9067 PHIL1162346226111.-0108 00:00:29

12-20-88

12-20-88

10:40:24

10:40:54

9074

8227

PELICANS SHRIMP

COKE 010/0000

06226

116643071

00:00:30

00:00:40

12-20-88 10:41:34 8216 MALL COKE RENT 013335 6276 00:00:30

12-20-88 10:42:04 9018 41 PROMO

68

11535 00:00:59

12-20-88 10:4304 8262 MIAMI HEAT NBA 3025 09:00:20

32

12-20-88 10:43:24 5612 01TV 10 ID 5P 5023 00:00:03 4

17-20-88 10:43:27 8232 WNLP 35 YEARS 11CDEFGN 11914 00:00:06

12-20-88 10:43:34 5805 NEWS 4 TODAY 11-11108 11717 00:00:09

12-20-88 10:43:43 5810 NEWS 2 11.-8108 3069 00100:20 2

12-20-88 10:44:03 9026 LP66 BLUES 06224 11551 00:00:29 3

12-20-88 10:44:33 9013 D. APPLE CRUSH 66244 11525 00:00:29 4

12-20-89 10:45:34 9020 HIRES ROOTIEER 06224 11539 00:00:29 5

12-20-119 10:45:04 9138 ORB SHORT ID 60091424 11765 00:00:10

12-20-88 10:45:44 5806 RAYCOM SPORTS 41.4108 6265 30:00:12 2

12-20-88 9137 CHEERS W/ID ODR11-542 11763 DO:00:29 0

12-20-88 7900 CRAWFORD DIAMOND FUR 11926 20:00:10 0

End of As Run Log

Printout of "as -run" log records events as actually aired.
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One possible scenario for cart -ma-
chine -controlled station automa-
tion system. RS -422 buses control
external devices and provide inter-
face with master control switcher.
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* some with barcode readers
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carts within the station and main-
tains the robotic on-line library to
minimize cart handling by the
operator.

This on-line library management
function is often overlooked until the
system goes into use. Even the largest
cart machine will soon become full. If

Most modern
cart machines

can trigger external
machines and

select at least one
externally fed switch

crosspoint.

the operator himself must choose
which carts are to be taken out when
new carts are added, or if the cart ma-
chine does not look ahead to see which
carts should be saved, most of the la-
bor savings potential of the system
will be lost.

In addition to playing the carts
within the system, most modern cart
machines are now equipped to trigger
external machines and to select at
least one externally fed switch
crosspoint to the program output.

Knowledge of a full day's schedule
is imperative if the cart machine is to
manage the library efficiently. Be-
cause the process of entering the cart
machine playlist can be so labor-in-
tensive, every modern cart machine
should provide a means to connect the
business traffic computer or the auto-
mation computer to the cart machine
database for downloading the daily

schedule.
As cart machines grow in capacity

and capability, automation systems
that do not originate from these de-
vices will probably duplicate several
of the cart machine's functions, but
will not be sophisticated enough to ex-
ploit their power fully. Indeed, with
more than 75,000 lines of program
code carefully timed to compensate
for the physical delays and resources
found in every mechanical robotic
system, the modern cart machine's
controlling computer cannot be easily
subordinated to the automating
computer.

Automation suppliers may attempt
to duplicate the cart machine's con-
trol program within their master pro-
grams, but the software development
effort would probably not prove to be
economical. On the other hand, the
cart machine's inherent power could
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be easily extended to control external
program sources of a much more di-
verse nature.

Considering current cart machine
technology, most recorded events
aired by commercial stations can and
should come from the cart machine.
Therefore, the cart machine is the log-
ical nucleus for station automation.

Within every cart machine, some
sort of sequence controller is provided
to accomplish the real-time triggering
and switching of the hardware re-
sources that are contained within the
machine. The cart machine playlist or
schedule employs one event line for
each spot or program segment. The in-
formation in each event line is uti-
lized by the robotic manipulator to get
the proper cart loaded into a recorder
or player. That same event line de-
fines the parameters of cue point, du-
ration of play and user bits identifica-
tion to the sequence controller. The
sequence controller, in proper time,
rolls the machines, commands the
switcher, times the play and carries
on to the next event while recueing
and subsequently storing the spent
cart.

Odetics advocates the use of a sepa-
rate, external device interface (EDI)
for each peripheral as the best means
for allowing the cart machine's inher-
ent automation capabilities to control
and switch nearly every other device
or signal source within a station.

The introduction of external -event
command lines, in addition to inter-
nal -event lines, makes it possible to
have literally thousands of command
types programmed in the cart ma-
chine playlist. The command types
can be passed through in essentially
zero time to the EDIs, where these
commands can be interpreted to drive
several digitally interfaced or dry
contact remote controllable devices.
For example, tape recorders can be di-
rected to cue to a specific frame, and
to trigger after a specific time delay.
Other commands to a separate EDI
will cause addressable switchers to
switch to specific crosspoints at spe-
cific times, trigger still stores to be
preset and preselected, and initiate
production switchers to execute spe-
cial effects between two sources at
specified times at a predesignated
rate.

The opportunities created by such a

concept are limited basically by the
effort required to advance -program
the individual command lines to
achieve the desired effects. We antici-
pate that future traffic systems (busi-
ness computers) will evolve to include
memories to store a set of production
switcher commands for use between
events. These commands could also be
included as part of a play schedule. As
such, they would get downloaded to
the cart machine just as the program
and spot -play schedules are today.

Even if this never transpires, a con-
cise library of regularly used com-
mand lines, such as "Switch to net-
work," "Preselect still store by frame
number," "Switch to still store, A/B
wipe," etc., can easily be stored in the
cart machine automation module.
This will allow automatic insertion
between events in a playlist according
to some presettable parameters, or for
quick manual insertion by the oper-

External-event
command lines
make it possible

to program
literally thousands of

command types into the
playlist.

The robotics controller of the Odetics cart
machine. The robotic arm is programmed
to select the proper cassette according to the
information contained in the programmed
playlist.

ator at the desired switch points
within the traffic computer generated
playlist.

Going hand -in -hand with the con-
cept of automating a station via the
cart machine is the question of how to
put an entire spot and program inven-
tory inside the robotic library. Emerg-
ing today in the cart machine field are
two very different approaches to the
question. One trend is toward larger
co.s-sette populations of up to 1200
units. This type of cart machine would
be of expanded dimensions, taking up
much floor space. This would seem to
be the simpler way to satisfy the goal
of more recorded material on-line.
The cylindrical tower configuration of
the Odetics library management cart
machine, for example, lends itself
well to adding one or two robotic sec-
ondary storage towers, which will in-
crease capacity to 600 or more carts.

With 600 events on-line, recent
analyses of many station logs shows
that, on average, fewer than 50 carts
must be loaded new each day, and at
least half of those consist of new mate-
rial that would have to be loaded no
matter what the machine's capacity.
The alternative approach is to use up
the full capacity of each cassette by
recording and playing more than one
spot per unit. Since even the
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smallest cassette generally used
within modern cart machines can
hold at least 20 minutes of tape, stor-
age of 20 commercial spots on a single
cassette is easily accomplished, even
with generous spacing for leaders and
trailers. Extrapolating this concept
quickly leads to the assumption that a
280 -cassette cart machine could eas-
ily hold over 5000 spots.

Unfortunately, this approach
presents some significant challenges
that must be overcome if its benefits
are to be realized. The most obvious
ones are:

 Strategizing the execution of the
playlist to resolve time conflicts when
more than one spot for the break is
stored on the same cassette.

 Managing the library to minimize
the extra wear on each player in-
curred while shuttling the tape.

One trend is toward
larger cassette

populations of up to
1200 units as a way to

achieve the goal
of recorded material

on-line.

Cart machine playlists use one event line
for each spot or segment. The event line in-
forms the robotic manipulator for loading
and defines parameters of cue point and
duration for the sequence controller.

 When only one event exists on a
cassette, that event can be parked at
the optimum point to minimize cue
time at the next usage. With multiple
events per cassette, there can be no
optimum parking point unless com-
plex strategizing software is
employed.

 Labor is required to repair a worn
or damaged cassette. To avoid genera-
tion loss, multiple sources must be
collected to reconstruct the entire
cassette.

 The use of a recorder and one or
two players to build a break cart will
effectively reduce the number of ma-
chines available to execute a real-
time break.

 If every break is complied before
execution, then every break will be
one or more generation down and last-
minute rescheduling will suffer.

Most of these problems are caused
because putting multiple spots on one
cassette gives those spots a relation-
ship to each other that formerly did
not exist. We have physically linked
these otherwise unrelated spots and
left ourselves with the new problem of
making that linkage transparent to
the outside world.

If we combine only material that al-

ready has some relationship, either of
material content or scheduling, then
most of the conflicts disappear and we
are left with a very valuable and
readily realizable system.

Three examples of related material
come to mind:

 Program material is seldom pre-
sented as one continuous element, but
rather as many shorter segments.
These program segments are strongly
related, as they are from the same
source material and the playback or-
der is fixed. Software power is re-
quired to track and select the proper
segment at the proper time, but the
conflicts mentioned earlier do not
exist.

 Creating break tapes is a good
way to increase the reliability of on -
air playback or to free cart machine
resources for other jobs, such as new
production. Playing back the break
tape is once again a matter of select-
ing the appropriate element, or group
of elements, from the many recorded
on the same cart. The elements, how-
ever, have a chronological relation-
ship dictated by the program log, so
conflicts do not arise.

 Many times, multiple versions of
the same spot are produced-for ex-
ample, 10-, 30-, and 60 -second ver-
sions of a commercial, all with the
same story line. The relationship be-
tween these elements would preclude
playing any two of them back-to-back.
The small number of elements would
eliminate the need to precue the cart,
since the maximum search time
would be very short.

In spite of the difficulties, the ad-
vantages of multiple spots per cart are
significant enough that it is still
worth the time and effort to search for
ways to overcome problems.

Regardless of the configuration,
cabinet size, tape format or number of
spots per cart, modern cart machines
will continue to play an important
and rapidly growing role in television
station operations. With the syner-
gism between modern cart machines
and station automation systems, the
trend in station automation of the fu-
ture may well be rooted in the core of
a cart machine. 

Crabtree and Lewis are the director of engi-
neering and vice president, respectively, of
the °defies Brumiroet Division, Anaheim, CA.
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TV-AlikkorS15X1511
ENG/EFP Lens
for 2/3 -inch TV Cameras $13X011

Nikon improves TV lens technology

S13x9B

1.1kg
(2.4 Ib)

 Compact, lightweight lenses for 3-CCD cameras, with the flexi-
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 Nikon ED (Extra -low Dispersion) glass for faithful color rendition
and minimal tracking/registration errors.

 New anti -reflection coating improves spectrum transmission ratio.
 Highly advanced optical design via CAD for improved corner reso-

lution and high, flat MTF curve.
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( S15x8.5B).
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FIBER TRANSMISSION
SYSTEMS FOR
HDTV SIGNALS

What's the outlook
for HDTV trans-
mission via fiber?

The technology is in
place, but economic
and political issues
still must be settled.
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Any discussion of the pros
and cons of transmitting
HDTV signals via fiber
optics must first define
"HDTV." As of early

1989, however, that definition re-
mains elusive. What is "HDTV"? A
single -standard service delivered free
via VHF/UHF stations or cable sys-
tems? A scrambled pay cable or pay -
per -view service, delivered by cable or
DBS? A telco-delivered service via
subscriber loops? High -quality soft-
ware for tape or disc rental libraries?
A high-def/widescreen videotape pro-
duction system, or several such sys-
tems? All of the above?

As of this writing, none of the above
answers serves to define HDTV.
While SMPTE has promulgated a
Standards Document 240M covering
the 1125/60 HDTV videotape produc-
tion format produced by Sony and
championed by NHK, other compa-
nies stand ready, or apparently so, to
introduce systems with different
specs. Standardization is even farther
away on a transmission standard or
standards, despite the FCC's recent
rulemaking that narrowed the field
ever so slightly (and the bandwith by
a much greater factor) by determin-
ing that a transmission system for the
U.S. must be compatible with NTSC.

Fiber

Fiber

Fiber

Optical
Current

Transducer

FDM 1
Receiver

FDM 2
Receiver

FDM 3
Receiver

Video/Audio
Demultiplexer

Subcarrier
Demodulators

Audio

Audio

Data

Frequency Division Multiplexing
(FDM} option for integrating
multiple video, audio, and data
signals for transmission via a
single optical fiber. Below, the al-
ternate Wave Division Multiplex-
ing (WDM I method.

Fiber

Optical
Splitter

Optical
Receiver 1

Optical
Receiver 2

Optical
Receiver (N)

Single -mode fiber (nominal 8 to 10
micron transmissive core surrounded
by 125 micron diameter reflective
cladding) has been the fiber transmis-
sion medium for all community -wide
HDTV delivery tests. Obviously, in
comparison to the bulk of a coax cable,
or even the cross-section of a 22 -gauge
twisted pair, fiber transmission offers
enormous size and weight advantages
over the media used by cable systems
for multiple -channel program
delivery.

Fiber is also widely acclaimed for
its information -carrying capacity,
routinely expressed in GHz of analog
bandwidth or gigabits per second of
digital transmission throughput. An-
other advantage is its transmission
distance capability before repeatering
is required ( photonic to electronic do-
main demodulation, signal condition-
ing and new light source intensity
remodulation).

Electronic engineers tend to inter-
pret this impressive bandwidth -dis-
tance transmission advantage of fiber
over broadband coax as a somehow
plug -compatible replacement. It isn't:
the ultimate need for a high -quality,
multiple -channel, multiple -format,
broadband loop from the nearest cen-
tral office (CO) to the home, carrying
integrated voice, low -baud -rate home
systems management data, high-
speed synchronous data, graphic in-
formation services, HDTV program-
ming, and NTSC regional news from
the old VHF station now transmitting
at 1 V p -p, or whatever, cannot be sat-
isfied by the fiber transmission tech-
nologies used in these tests.

In 10 years we will consider these
tests as primitive as Edison cylinder
recordings-a three -fiber drop cable,
for instance, in which a CO video
switchboard is accessed by Touch -
Tone phone to select which three tele-
vision channels are to be delivered.

One analog or digitized television
channel per fiber is the capability of-
fered by today's transmission technol-
ogy, if you want EIA 250B short -haul
specifications (67 dB or better S/N
over the original bandwidth) from the
received video and audio signals.

True, several vendors offer fiber
transmission systems that can carry

BY C. ROBERT PAULSON
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up to a dozen or more full 6 -MHz
bandwidth television channels per fi-
ber. Each channel is FMed onto its
own subcarrier, which is added to all
others to create one complex broad-
band voltage that intensity -modu-
lates the transmitting light source.
This is obviously a nonlinear process,
since lasers have somewhat the same
voltage input to light output charac-
teristic as the familiar Edison Elec-
tric Illumination light source.

In a fiber-optic transmission sys-
tem, optimum performance specifica-
tions are achieved over wide analog
bandwidths or at high digital trans-
mission rates by designing the
transmitter/modulator, fiber and re-
ceiver detector/current amplifier as a
matched set of components to carry
one precisely conditioned signal. The
fiber has incredible bandwidth -dis-
tance characteristics. The bandwidth
characteristics can be controlled in
the fiber manufacturing process. The
limiting transmission distance is de-
termined by a combination of the core
diameter of the fiber and the spectral
bandwidth of the light source. But the
quality of signal received is quite rig-
orously limited by the nonlinearities
in the electron -to -photon and photon -
to -electron energy conversion (trans-
duction) processes.

A broadband coaxial cable trans-
mission system is conceptually quite
different. The cable itself has a dis-
tance (resistive) attenuation deter-
mined by the copper conductors, and a
frequency vs. attenuation charac-
teristic determined by conductor -to -
shield spacing and the dielectric. This
characteristic does not change with
changes in the input signal quantity
of channels or the spectral band-
widths of channels. If each transmit-
ted channel's output is confined to its
assigned spectral bandwidth, and is
detected and demodulated in an
equally well -designed receiver, that
channel's output quality will not be
degraded by the presence of other
channels on the cable. If, however, the
entire spectrum of individual chan-
nels must be processed through
broadband amplifiers (repeaters) be-
fore reaching their common destina-
tion, the result is no better and may
often be worse than mixing all the sig-
nals initially into one light source
driver.

As is also the case with mixing tele-
vision signals for microwave or coax
transmission, the best transmission
results obtain from an IM (intensity
modulation) transmission of a com-
plex FM signal which is the sum of
the FM signals resulting from fre-
quency modulation of many television
channels onto many subcarriers
(FDM/FM/IM). But FM circuits are
expensive, compared to AM. And ca-
ble systems are therefore looking at
FDM/AM/IM systems to satisfy their
rapidly emerging needs for
"supertrunking cables" (cables in
which a few fibers can carry all the
channels originally transported over
one coaxial circuit through many
repeaters).

In any event, early 1989 seems des-
tined to be the beginning of the first
substantial use of fiber circuits in the
cable television industry, for
supertrunks that connect earth sta-
tions to headends, or headends to
headends in regional systems, and
then to feeder cables that carry bun-
dles of channels to neighborhood
breakout points.

For all the transmission technical
superiority reasons enumerated
above, fiber systems are going to be-
come the exclusive solution for trans-
mission of HDTV signals within a
production or post -production facility
in either RGB or luma/chroma color
difference signal form. Artel Commu-
nications Corp. provided such a sys-
tem at NAB '88, a 200 -foot system
feeding signals from the Las Vegas
Convention Center East Meeting
Wing HDTV Production Center to the
South Hall HDTV Theater. NAB '89
will see an expansion of this system to
include a feed to the Production Cen-
ter from the Hilton Pavilion.

An Artel CG 203 high -resolution,
RGB graphics fiber transmission sys-
tem was used in the NAB '88 system,
along with a modular T/R 3000 Series
link for transmission of a 20 -Hz to 20 -

kHz stereo audio feed. The CG 203
link, which transmits 100 -MHz sig-
nals over three strands of multi -mode
100/140 micron fiber, was found in a
sense to be technical overkill, because
a transmission out of an HDTV cam-
era requires only 27 MHz of band-
width. Most transmissions were vid-
eotape playbacks, in which the
bandwidths of the luma and chroma

channels were nominal 20 MHz and
10 MHz, respectively. Critical evalua-
tion of the image projected from the
Eidophor HDTV projector (55 -MHz
bandwidth) identified out -of -band
noise in shadow areas, which could
have been suppressed by transmis-
sion system filtering.

A cable (24 multi -mode 50/125-
microon fibers) in the NAB '89 fiber
trunking service will interconnect the
East Hall 50 -by -80 -foot booth of Mid-
west Communications Corp. with its
field production vehicle and satellite
microwave system exhibit in the out-
door exhibit area adjacent to the Hil-
ton Convention Center. It is being
provided to NAB exhibitors primarily
for their used in setting up one-way or
two-way simuntaneous feeds of "tra-
ditional" television signals (NTSC
video, multiple audio, intercom and
data) between their booths and their
trucks of earth stations. Artel will
supply terminal equipment for this
service as needed.

Most of the practical demonstra-
tions of systems for the transmission
of HDTV signals via fiber have uti-
lized three fibers for individual inten-
sity -modulated transmission of
baseband video signals. Artel pio-
neered in the development of this ca-
pability with the 1981 introduction of
its first -generation modular and
modem systems graphics transmis-
sion systems for high -resolution
monochrome and RGB color signals.

These systems' interfaces are sim-
ple and adaptable to accept signals
with sync on all three signals, sync
only on green, or combined syncs car-
ried on a separate input coax cable.
Intensity -modulated systems are
highly reliable and stable, require no
routine maintenance or adjustment,
and are economical, representing a to-
tal cost of substantially less than
$5000 for the three -channel
transmitter/receiver combination.
Their specifications permit transmis-
sion of up to 100 MHz over circuits up
to 3 km. Transmission of accompany-
ing audio and data signals is accom-
modated by multiplexing the required
subcarriers on a separate fiber.

The ultimate solution for transport-
ing a three -component, full -band-
width HDTV signal and several chan-
nels of full -bandwidth program audio
and intercom and production house -
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keeping data will, of course, be a giga-
bits -per -second -speed, time -division
multiplexed, serial digital system.
The technology to push bits through a
single -mode fiber at rates in excess of
2 Gbps, over distances of 50 km or
more, is already in use in the tele-
phone industry.

When will technology be available
in terminals that take in and give
back analog HDTV and audio signals,
and process the signal for transporta-
tion over a few km? Within months
after some affluent, entrepreneurial,
"I'm gonna be first" HDTV program
producer writes a rather large check.
The A/D-D/A video and audio signal

transcoding hardware is also already
available.

When will the first serial digital
productionipost-production transmis-
sion system order be placed? When it's
been proved to be a cost -competitive
alternative to the existing four -fiber
analog transportation means.

Engineers who think like
supertrunking cable systems design-
ers may have already begun to ask,
"Why can't the three video component
signals and all the audios be FMed
onto FDMed subcarriers and modu-
lated onto one light source?" Engi-
neers with a grasp of the basics of fi-
ber transmission system design are

now ready to voice another question:
"Why can't the three video component
signals and all the audios be wave di-
vision multiplexed (WDMed) onto dif-
ferent light sources of different
wavelengths and optically combined
for transmission on one fiber?"

One answer suffices for both ques-
tions: They can be; there are no tech-
nological breakthroughs required. A
cost/benefit analysis will establish if
or when either single -fiber system be-
comes popular, once alternative tech-
niques have been shown to have
transmission specifications equal to
multiple-fiber/single-channel.

continued on page 88
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Geta sharper
image...

The SVHS format behind the
Panasonic® Pro Series will change
the way you look at half -inch recording
systems. Because it delivers over 400 lines of

horizontal resolution. At an affordable cost. So you can
get a sharper image even as you sharpen your pencil.

In the field, the Panasonic Pro Series offers you a host
of benefits existing formats fall short on. Like two hours
of recording time on a single cassette with Hi-Fi audio
capability. In a highly portable package. To capture
more action and sound on fewer tapes. Which means
you'll have less to carry in the field and on your budget.
And the Pro Series easily interfaces with a variety of ex-
isting component or composite cameras and VCRs. So
you can easily integrate the Pro Series in your present
field operations.

For editing and post -production applications, the Pro
Series takes full advantage of the SVHS format as well.
With easy to use features and high performance ca-
pabilities. Such as digital framing servo circuitry to
provide highly stable edits. And time code input/output
facilities for frame accurate editing. The Pro Series edit-

ing VCR also features 7 -pin dub capability to maintain
component signal integrity throughout the system.

For studio production, Pro Series components are de-
signed with flexible operations in mind. With VCRs and
monitors outfitted for total systems application. And
cameras designed for use both in the field and in the
studio. To help minimize your investment without limit-
ing your capabilities.

For duplication, Pro Series monitors and VCRs
provide you with the convenience and versatility of half-

inch cassettes. And the performance of SVHS. When
duplicating, you can maintain excellent picture quality
thru component or composite signal transfer. And dub
Hi-Fi audio simultaneously with the video signal.
There's even a Pro Series cassette changer to help
increase the efficiency of your duplicating system.



even as you sharpen your pencil.

Whether it be a small or large operation.
For video network applications, the Pro Series pro-

duces high quality images on both large projection
systems and small screen monitors. With features like
auto repeat playback for unsupervised presentations.
And the system is upwardly compatible with standard
VHS. So you can continue to use your existing library of
recordings without any type of conversion.

Pro Series VCRs also incorporate a number of fea-
tures designed for network automation. Such as video
sensor recording. So you can transmit video programs
to your network locations during off-peak hours. And
save on both transmission and personnel cost. You can
even interface Pro Series VCRs with computers for
interactive training programs.

So whether you're looking for high performance field

recording, post -production, studio, duplication or
networking systems. The Panasonic Pro Series can
sharpen your image while you sharpen your pencil.

For more ,nformation, call Panasonic Industrial
Company at 1-800-553-7222. Or contact your local
Panasonic Professional/Industrial Video dealer.

C VHS

Panasonic
Professional/Industrial Video
Circle 176 on Reader Service Card Page 63



PRODUCT

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:
The CVS Intelligent Video Monitor
from Barco Industries is the first fully
intelligent video monitor and the first
broadcast monitor to be awarded an
Emmy from the National Academy of
Television Arts and Sciences. High-

quality video reproduction with
microprocessor control of all functions
and settings provides critical viewing
of original sources and evaluation of
RGB or other component signals.

The unit's modular design, rather
than the usual monolithic construc-
tion, with interchangeability of
boards between the 14 -inch CVS 37
and the 20 -inch CVS 51 models
greatly speeds troubleshooting and
repair. Modular construction and
dual analog and digital bus architec-
ture also ensure design flexibility.
Extra plug-in slots provide for options
and future expansion.

Accurate color temperature align-
ment is accomplished using the BI
light probe with built-in memory to
allow storage and rapid transfer of
both factory -set and user -selected
automatic setups. Any CVS monitor
can be aligned in two minutes and set-
ups can be copied from one monitor to
another.

Matching of contrast, brightness,
saturation and hue between any num-
ber of CVS monitors is assured when
identical numerical values are digi-
tally entered. These values can also
be stored in memory. The Calibrate
memory provides factory installed pa-
rameters while the Preset memory
stores customized values.

A closed -loop correction system
which monitors the CRT guns pro-
vides stable color temperature perfor-
mance regardless of picture tube ag-
ing or changing environmental
conditions. Menus provide an on-
screen display of all control and dis-
play parameters as well as self-
explanatory assistance for fast and
accurate operation. An optional re-
mote control is also available.

USER REPORTS:

Herb Ohlandt,
Director of Engineering,
National Video Center, New York

We acquired our first Barco
CVS monitor about 18
months ago and our most re-

cent six months ago. We now have 16

BARCO INDUSTRIES

CVS INTELLIGENT
VIDEO MONITOR



Three end -user
engineers give their candid

opinions of an Emmy
award -winning piece of equipment.

of these new monitors, all 20 -inch
models, in use in new applications
and also replacing old units. Two of
them are located in the senior oper-
ator position, one serves in each of
three TV studios as a line monitor,
one is located in each of two paint box
studios, one is in the Alias 3D suite,
one is in each of seven edit suites and
the last is in the color correction suite.
All units are in service 20 hours a
day, five days a week and
on weekends as well.

When it comes to color temperature
accuracy, the CVS has solid -as -a -rock
stability. We also like the fine resolu-
tion, the extremely close color match-
ing between monitors, the automatic
color alignment using the light probe,
the ease and convenience of the re-
mote control and the very impressive
reliability. There has been, in fact,
just one failure of a CVS in all the
time we've had them and that failure
was repaired the next day. Barco's
support was and is excellent. Further
evidence of this support is the help

they have given and continue to give
us on two special problems.

The units, as delivered, have auto-
matic chroma control circuitry. This
is undesirable from our point of view
because, in our applications, we want
the monitor to tell the truth at all
times. Barco worked with us on the
problem and came up with a modifica-
tion that defeats this circuitry. The
second problem concerns dot crawl.

filter
is increased, which is desirable, but so
is dot crawl which is undesirable.
Barco is working with us to achieve
better picture quality by suppressing
the dot crawl.

Before deciding on the Barco, we
also looked at Ikegami, Asaca and
Conrac. Our conclusion was that
Barco had the best collection of fea-
tures, quality, and performance. The
units we replaced were the 20 -inch
Conrac 61-42. Although the specifica-
tion sheets say the Conrac has better
resolution, we weren't able to distin-
guish the difference.

CVS Monitors,
Models CVS
51 and CVS 37.



Jeff Dockendorff
(left) and Jace
Reiken, National
Video Center.

The process of adjusting one of the
older Conrac units was long, tedious
and difficult. We had to be satisfied
with only a fairly close alignment and
the tendency of the unit to drift meant
it wouldn't be long before we'd have to
align it again.

Adjusting the CVS monitors is sim-
pler and faster and the results are
much closer to ideal. Also, once a

monitor is adjusted, it doesn't drift.
One engineer has the job of adjusting
the monitors. Operators are excluded
from attempting the adjustment pro-
cedures by the use of passwords.

The changeover to the new moni-
tors was easy and quick. The oper-
ators required a training period of
about a half an hour and the engineer
responsible for calibrating the units
needed several days over a period of
three months. The major benefit of
the changeover has been a better,
more stable picture, the same on all
monitors from room to room. It has
been and remains a pleasure to work
with Barco. We have found them to be
cooperative, interested, and very
helpful.

Frank Graybill,
Chief Engineer, WNET-TV,
New York, NY.

We purchased 10 of the 20 -inch
Barco CVS monitors in Janu-
ary, 1988 as replacements for

monitors that had worn out. Five of

these units are in the master control
room and the others are in each of five
post -production rooms.

The units in the master control
room have been in operation continu-
ously since they were received while
the units in the post -production rooms
have been operating 16 hours a day,
seven days a week. In all that time,
the monitors have met our full expec-
tations for reliability and perfor-
mance with only one exception.

On that occasion, a high -voltage
power supply failed. Barco exchanged
the failed board under the warranty
and had the unit back in operation in
less than a day. The service was as
courteous as it was prompt. We have
every confidence that Barco will al-
ways be there when we need them,
but the good thing is we rarely do.

we also
looked at Ikegami, Conrac, and
Acaca. All of these monitors had auto-
matic set-up, but Barco features
seemed superior to those of the others,
in particular the internal safe area
and safe title generator.

This feature, which prevents titles
from being inserted in areas of the
screen where they wouldn't be seen on
home receivers, saved us the cost of
paying for the same feature on our
character generators. In the final
analysis, the Barco performed to the
specifications we thought necessary,
delivered within the time frame we
could allow, and sold at a competitive
price. It was an easy choice.

The engineers who would operate
the monitors took about a week to
break the habit of wanting to turn
knobs. Once they became comfortable
with the controls, they had no further
problems. The engineers who would
maintain the units took a little longer
to train, but were fully able to do their
jobs in just a few weeks.

The thing that pleased me was not
having to listen to the usual litany of
complaints about both the quality and
the reliability of the monitors. The
bottom line is that the CVS lives up to
the expectations of the engineers and
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Frank Graybill,
WNET-TV.

it doesn't create headaches for any-
one. If I were asked what should be
done to make it a better product, I
wouldn't know how to answer.

Michael Kaye,
VP, Director of Engineering,
Encore Video, Hollywood, CA.

We bought our first CVS in July
1986 and have purchased
nine more since that time. We

acquired them as replacements for
older monitors and also for new moni-
toring positions. Each of our two
telecines utilizes the CVS-37 monitor
for bridge monitoring. We have sev-
eral CVS-51 monitors in use through
the facility in such areas as telecine
QC, tape QC, graphics and offline
edit. The monitors get continuous us-
age 24 hours a day, seven days a
week. Because Encore is a multi -
standard facility, all monitors are
used in both NTSC and PAL.

There have, however, been a num-
ber of problems. As originally de-
signed, the CVS monitor's high volt-
age power supply was not regulated.
Although Barco corrected this prob-
lem in the 20 -inch model, they never
bothered to correct the 14 -inch model.
Unfortunately, many monitor manu-
facturers now design these products
with switching power supplies, as
does Barco. This lends itself not only
to higher failure rates, but also to the
high susceptibility of the picture to
displays of ac noise and transients.

PRODUCT:
BENCHMARK

The monitor manufacturers seldom
want to admit that their reasons for
implementing switching supplies in
their products is one of lower cost and
certainly not performance.

Another major problem to date with
the CVS monitors is that their color
decoders cannot be aligned to produce
precise enough decoding either in
PAL or NTSC formats. There always
seems to be a compromise within the
decoder alignments. It seems that
precise decoder alignment can never
be achieved without a certain margin
of error internal to its design. One has
to try to balance out the percentage of
error to a minimum. One of the most
annoying problems with the CVS se-
ries of monitors is the switching
power supply noise, which displays it-
self as a randomly changing moire
pattern. This problem has yet to be
totally eliminated to the point where
it can no longer be detected. The soft-
ware, moreover, is cumbersome at
best. The abundance of menus for the
simplest of functions seriously slows
down the setting -up process, and the
passwords which were designed to re-
strict access to the menus can actually
lock an operator out of the system.

We were surprised to find the re-
sults of evaluating other monitors
were actually considerably worse
than the results of evaluating Barco
monitors. We decided that Barco's
product, next to its competitors, is
still the lesser of evils.

Unfortunately, we still have to go
through the process of repairing new
CVS monitors and/or returning them
to the factory in the hope that the
next factory -sent unit will have been
tested and, most of all, that Barco will
acknowledge and admit to some of
their design or manufacturing mis-
takes. However, with proper high
voltage regulation, proper video
alignment, cleaner power supplies
and less complex software, question-
ably needed to perform some of the
simplest functions, the CVS monitor
has some potential of being a decent
product. 
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The stage is set for an exciting new per-
former. The McCurdy Series 'S'console.
Affordable. Innovative. Designed to

grow with you.

Here is audio engineering at its finest.
A desk top "drop in" package which can be
tailored for any size budget and broadcast
requirement.

Inexpensive by design, the Series 'S' console
provides precise audio mixing, monitoring
and control. The very latest in analog and digital
electronics is coupled with full electronic
audio switching to assure the highest quality.

Ej1111111111111111

1111111111111111

 up b 26 input mixing modules  stereo
program and audition buses  telephone

and cue buses  solid state audio switching
 full functon digital logic control  universal

module po3:tioning  full travel Penny & Giles
conductive plastic faders  separate VU housing

section for customer provided equipment

As compbte or as basic your budget allows,
the Series `S' offers McCurdy's unsurpassed

audio quality and ultra -reliability. Simple
economics with high-tech engineering. Another

wiming performance from McCurdy

McCurdy Radio Industries

108 Carnforth Road, Toronto, Onta i Canada M4A 2L4 Tel: (416) 751-6262 : 06-9633 Telefax: (416) 751-6455
1051 cr n Street, Buffalo, New York 14206 Tel 772-07I4 Circle 117 on Reader Service Card Page 63



RADIO
ENGINEERINGNUMBER FIVE SPECIAL SECTION FEBRUARY 1989

FCC OKs Limited FM Short Spacing
n a rulemaking strongly protested by the NAB
and one of its own members (Cmmr. James
Quello), the FCC voted to permit limited short -
spacing of FM broadcast station assignments.
Handed down December 12, 1988, the new rules
allow broadcasters greater flexibility selecting

transmitter sites and plotting coverage.
Co -channel or adjacent channel signals must be pro-

tected from interference, according to the new rules, so
short -spaced facility assignments will be contingent on
the use of directional antennas. Additional interference
protection can also be maintained by reducing power or
antenna height, the Commission added. The new rules
limit the amount of short -spacing to the separation spec-
ified for the next -smaller station class, but the FCC is
imposing an additional temporary limit of five miles
while it develops a streamlined applications process.

The new rules do not alter the table of FM allotments.
The Commission will continue to maintain strict mini-
mum distance separation when FM stations are allotted.

The NAB has repeatedly objected to the proposal and
filed comments opposing the reduction of mileage sepa-
ration between FM stations. "This is the beginning of
the end, or nearly so, of FM broadcasting's reputation
for quality," said NAB chairman Eddie Fritts after the
rulemaking was made official.

The NAB's primary concern is that a lack of technical
safeguards in the installation and operation of FM direc-
tional antennas will lead to increased interference.

The NAB further fears that authorization of the direc-
tional antennas will "inevitably" lead to a "contour" sys-
tem of allocating FM stations, according to Fritts. "The
FM broadcast service is far from broken; the FCC
should refrain from making repairs," he said.
(See "Changing Directionals: Fine -Tuning FM Allot-
ment," p. tk, for a full analysis.)

Smulyan Named
Chair for Radio
'89
Jeffrey Smulyan has been
named chairman of the
NAB Radio '89 steering
committee. He was ap-
pointed by NAB president
and CEO Edward Fritts

AT&T Cuts Radio
Remote Service
The FCC has ruled to al-
low AT&T to discontinue
its interstate domestic ter-
restrial audio service
(DTAS). This telephone -
line service is used by ra-
dio stations to relay re-
mote pickups. Each of the

regional telephone compa-
nies offers a similar serv-
ice but the AT&T service
is the only one of its kind
to cross regional lines.

In asking for permission
to discontinue the DTAS
service, AT&T cited de-
clining revenues and un-
derutilization of available
facilities. It also cited the

fact that 40 per cent of its
111 customers used only
local -access components of
the service, which are
available from local ex-
change carriers.

Opposition to the AT&T
request came from the
Metropolitan Broadcasting
Corp. and National Public
Radio. Claiming that dis-

and joint board chairman
Wallace Jorgenson, execu-
tive VP of Hubbard Broad-
casting. Based in India-
napolis, IN, Smulyan is
president and chairman of
the board of Emmis Broad-
casting. Radio '89 will be
held September 12-16 in
New Or'eans
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Nearly 700 radio stations worldwide have upgraded their facilities to C-QUAM- format AM stereo, according to format -
developer Motorola. The company says that nearly 17 million AM stereo ICs have been shipped to receiver manufacturers to date.
A new series of semiconducters making AM stereo available in personal stereo and home component systems will become
available in 1989.

continuance of the service
"will materially and ad-
versely affect NPR and is
prima facie inconsistent
with the public interest,
convenience and neces-
sity," NPR further con-
tended that "cost-effective,
technologically comparable
alternatives" to the service
were not available.

The director of engineer-
ing for Metropolitan
Broadcasting, Phil Harris,
attended the FCC hear-
ings. "In my opinion, if
more companies had been
represented at the hear-
ings, we would have
reached a more favorable
agreement with AT&T,"
he said.

The final agreement
called for Metropolitan
and NPR to withdraw
their petitions and for
AT&T to continue to offer
switching services in New
York and Washington un-
til another carrier should
undertake to to meet the
customers' service require-
ments. AT&T will also

continue four interoffice
channels until December
31, 1989. These are: Camp
David to Washington, At-
lantic City to Philadel-
phia, El Paso to Austin,
and Chicago to New York.

One private satellite
service provider, IDB
Communications Group,
intends to offer switching
services in Washington
and New York to augment
the AT&T switching cen-
ters in these cities. IDB
expects its own increased
switching capacity will as-
sist AT&T in the eventual
discontinuance of DTAS.

Asked about the pos-
sibility that whatever
companies replace AT&T
in offering DTAS might
raise prices, NPR assistant
general counsel Karen
Christensen responded,
"Yes, but AT&T might
also raise the price. What
concerns me most is the
agreement that AT&T will
offer service on an individ-
ual case basis. I don't find
that provision in the state-

ments AT&T has issued to
its customers."

The entire matter is
strictly an east coast prob-
lem. Jim Carollo, chief en-
gineer at WGN-AM, Chi-

AM Bandwidth
Rulemaking Due
Soon
As the new Bush adminis-
tration swings into action,
the NAB says formal FCC
rulemaking directing im-
plementation of the expan-
sion of the AM band is ex-
pected "any day now".

"No one is against this
proposal. We're just wait-
ing for the FCC to tell us
how," said NAB staff engi-
neer Stan Salek.

The proposed expansion
of the AM band adds
bandwidth from 1610
through 1690 kHz; TIS
will move from 1610 and
530 to 1700 kHz. By inter-
national agreement, the

cago, commented, "The
ruling won't affect us. Illi-
nois Bell is continuing its
equalized service and we
haven't used AT&T in 10
years." IN

expanded band can begin
operation July 1, 1990.
The FCC hopes to have an
allocation scheme in place
so that it can accept appli-
cations by that date.

The NAB has consis-
tently supported giving
AM daytimer stations the
first opportunity to "colo-
nize" the expanded AM
band by diplexing an ex-
panded band transmitter
onto existing towers.
Power levels of up to 10
kHz are generally permit-
ted in the expanded band.

The FCC has been sup-
porting a national licens-
ing option, which the NAB
says will not promote pub-
lic service at the local
level. III
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MULTIPLE CAMERAS.
ONE OPERATOR.

Impossible? Not if your cameras are mounted on EPO
Servo -Controlled pan and tilt heads. These extraordi-
nary, labor-saving devices, which first found favor in
legislatures where remote -controlled, unobtrusive
coverage was a key factor, are now the basis for
complete remote -controlled news studios.

Just look at these outstanding features:
 Up to 500 preprogrammed positions per camera,

including control of iris and black levels

 Programmable fade modes that provide smooth
transition from preprogrammed shots

 Ability to zoom and focus

 Unobtrusive
 Can be operated via telephone lines or microwave in

a remote studio away from the main studio location

 Wide range of pan and tilt heads, for full studio
cameras with teleprompters to ENG type cameras

 Wide range of control options, from panels
with multiple -shot memories to simple joy
stick remote controls.

It's flexible, affordable-and it's sold and
serviced exclusively in the U.S.A. by A.F. Associates.

THE RADAMEC EPO REMOTE CAMERA CONTROL SYSTEMS
Your news show's bottom line will never look so good.

APPI
A.F.ASSOCIATES INC.
1,1' /111E 41111.11 1'11,1,1 1,111

1,1'11 J1/1'.1 ,I111 IFJ 1,, ,/11 .11111 ri,141 '11 a J, 1

iI:.IUI .,.//11141111 Jr!,
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200 LBS. SUPPORT WITH
SACHTLER CONFIDENCE

WE'VE GOT IT.
INTRODUCING THE NEW VIDEO 80

AND OB-2 TRIPOD SYSTEM...

The Video 80 gives you fluid control for
any camera, lens & prompter combination.
With instant "dynamic" counterbalancing
there are no cams to change. Our New
OB-2 System gives you a range from 19"
to 60" height with an optional elevation
unit up to 75". The whole system is
warranteed for 3 years, plus the Fluid
Modules are warranteed for 5 years.
The best warranty in the industry.

7.

Eric D. Falkenberg
Executive Vice President

Call or write for information.

sachtler
corporation of america

55 North Main Street
Freeport, NY 11520
Phone: (516) 867-4900
FAX: (516) 623-6844

West coast:

3316 West Victory Blvd.
Burbank, CA 91505
Phone: (818) 845-4446

Circle 119 on Reader Service Card Page 63



Alot has been going
on lately in the
world of radio sta-

tion automation. Thanks
to a few intrepid explor-
ers, the benefits of small computers
and digital audio recording have
found their way into this milieu.
Early development has not been with-
out its difficulties, however, as many
of the steps taken toward implemen-
tation have been through the back door.

Compared to the automation sys-
tems of the past, however, reliability,
programmability, audio quality and
capacity can all be improved greatly
by these new devices. Among other
advantages, they feature dramati-
cally reduced space requirements and
operating costs. Naturally, the poten-
tial for problems also rises com-
mensurately due to their greater com-
plexity. And for a system to be truly
useful, it must be able to accommo-
date a wide range of present and fu-
ture applications comfortably.

The three major players in the field
right now are Systemation of Deca-
tur, IL, Schafer Digital of La Jolla,
CA and Concept Productions of Rose-
ville, CA, each coming at the technol-
ogy from a slightly different direction.
Systemation's parent is a highly rated
AM/FM combo in Decatur,
WDZ/WDZQ. Schafer Digital is the
descendant of a major force in "old
style" automation systems, and Con-
cept Productions is a music syn-
dication/programming house.

All three systems use a microcom-
puter as a controller to store and up-
date programming sequences. They
use digital audio recording systems of
one sort or another for music storage,
thereby providing high audio quality
and recording density, and relatively
fast access time. Here the benefits of
digital audio go well beyond improved
audio quality and include lower cost -
per -minute of storage, quicker access
and smaller physical size for hard-
ware and software. Short duration
events (spots, PSAs, IDs, etc.) are usu-

NEW DIRECTIONS
IN RADIO

AUTOMATION
Radio automation is changing radically with the

introduction of digital audio and control systems.
Performance is rising and costs are coming down.

ally handled by a hard -disk digital
audio storage device, to allow true
random access and instant start.

The Schafer Digital system uses the
EIAJ (Electronics Industry of Japan)
format pseudovideo PCM system for
its music storage, which is on stan-
dard Beta format VCRs. (Pseudovideo
digital systems convert a stereo audio
signal into a 16 -bit, 44.1 kHz -sampled
datastream, then format it into a
monochrome video signal that can be
recorded on any VCR.) Schafer cur-
rently employs Sony PCM-601ES
PCM processors and Sony SLHF-650
VCRs. Although these models were
discontinued from Sony's consumer
product line, Schafer has an agree-
ment with Sony to continue to provide
and service these units. For maximiz-
ing storage time, the Beta-HiFi
tracks on the VCR can also be used for
a second pair of stereo tracks (albeit
with slightly reduced quality), thus
providing twice the recording capac-
ity on each tape. Over 10 hours of

BY SKIP PIZZI

storage per tape can be achieved us-
ing L-830 Beta cassettes at Bill speed.
Schafer claims negligible interference
and crosstalk between these tracks.
The VCRs are slightly modified to al-
low hardwire remote transport con-
trol, although Schafer and others are
currently investigating a "less inva-
sive" form of interface using LEDs to
control the decks through their IR re-
mote port, thus avoiding warranty vi-
olation. SMPTE timecode is used on
the linear audio track of the Beta cas-
settes for location data.

Schafer's system uses a PC/AT-class
computer for control, typically config-
ured with a 20 or 40 MB hard drive.
The PC's hard drive is used for storage
of programming instructions. Option-
ally, a Dyaxis hard -disk digital
editor/recorder with 30 minutes of
stereo capacity is also used. Spots are
stored on Beta cassettes and downloaded
to the Dyaxis before they are needed.
A typical system can be preprogram-
med for up to a two-week "walkaway."

Schafer claims about a dozen sys-
tems are currently in use, including
one in Amsterdam, The Netherlands,
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Pseudovideo PCM
+ Beta HiFi"

(Schafer Digital)

8mm Video/
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(EP speed)
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24 5 -minute carts

120 5 -minute carts

240 5 -minute carts

Storage density of three digital automation systems compared. Audio quality of digital formats is superior to analog equivalents in
most cases. (Analog reel is defined as 10.5 -inch reel using 1.5 mil tape at 7.5 ips, in '/4 -inch two -track stereo format.)

serving audiences in 15 countries.
But the Schafer system has report-
edly encountered some difficulties in
reliability and flexibility. In apparent

The Schafer Digital system, using eight
modified Sony SLHF-650 Beta HiFi decks
for music storage on the left. On the right
are two more 650s for spot downloads, two
Sony PCM-601EX pseudovideo digital au-
dio processors, and a Dyaxis hard -disk
recorder.

response to this, its software is being
rewritten to expand its capabilities
and user -friendliness. One of the
beauties of such systems is the ability
to correct problems and improve func-
tioning through software changes.
Such enhancements can continue to
be made throughout the useful life-
time of the hardware.

The system under development by
Concept Productions-the CAPS -II
(Computer Assisted Programming
System)-uses the R-DAT (Rotary
Digital Audio Tape) format for music
storage, a Turbo XT computer with 20
MB hard drive for control, and a
CompuSonics hard -disk audio storage
device for short -duration events. The
R-DAT decks are slightly modified
Sony DTC-1000 units. The standard
"start ID" indexing feature of the R-
DAT format is used to locate cuts. An
FSK (Frequency Shift Keying) burst
is recorded just ahead of every song or
spot. The burst, unique to each event,
serves as feedback to the controller to
confirm proper programming and for
generating verifiable logs from the
system's printer. It is also used as an
exact cueing point and to select
"startup delay time," the programma-
ble interval between cuts.

The R-DAT modifications again in-
volve a hardwire remote transport
control interface. This interface via

With tears in his eyes,
one small -market GM
testified that he would

not be in business
today were it not for

his automation system.

lates the original Sony warranty, so
Concept picks up warranty service on
these decks. Concept has also de-
signed an ingenious mechanical
loader for the R-DAT cassettes. Op-
erating like Sony's Betacam Betacart,
it allows up to 62 two-hour cassettes
to be shuffled among 10 R-DAT play-
ers in a rack. The company plans to
incorporate a new line of Compu-
Sonics hard -disk recorders, currently
in development. They are said to pro-
vide from 22 to 105 minutes of
wideband stereo audio, using from 80
to 380 MB of hard -disk capacity
respectively.

Concept has yet to tackle the finer
points of satellite system interfacing,
where music is delivered from a satel-
lite network while spots, DJ tracks
and other local elements are handled
by the automation system. (Satellite
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networks typically employ subsonic
tones-usually 25 Hz and 35 Hz on
either or both channels-to communi-
cate with station automation systems,
thereby providing six separate com-
mand possibilities to the controller.)
In the meantime, the CAPS -I proto-
type system is currently in operation
at KZXY-FM in Apple Valley, CA,
where it provides music only in a live -
assist configuration. Results in this
limited application have been good
since its installation in August 1988,
but the station, and about a dozen of

Concept Productions' prototype sys-
tem, the CAPS I, showing modified
Sony DTC-1000 DAT decks.

Concept's other 130 programming cli-
ents, all anticipate the release of the
full CAPS -2 system, scheduled for
early this year.

The leader in the high-tech auto-
mation field at present seems to be
Systemation, with some 450 analog
and digital systems m service world-
wide. The company's current digital
music system uses the 8mm
videocassette format in its companded
eight -bit, 31.5 kHz -sampled digital
audio -only mode. This format allows
six stereo audio tracks to be placed

sequentially along the length of the
videotape, each running the full
length of the tape. With a four-hour
tape length, this could provide 24
hours of music on a single 8mm
videocassette, which currently costs
between $8.00 and $10.00. Although
audio quality does not match 16 -bit,
44.1 kHz formats, 8mm audio exceeds
the quality of many analog recorders,
and certainly any that might be con-
sidered for automation systems.

Systemation uses one of the six
tracks for time coding (a proprietary
system using ASCII), which provides
up to 20 hours of music per tape. Cur-
rently, Sony V-800 decks are used
with a noninvasive control interface;
original warranties remain in force.
The system controller is also propri-

For a system to be
truly useful, it must

comfortably
accommodate a wide
range of applications

now, and in the future.

etary-Systemation calls it the X-
7D-and it is accessed for program-
ming via a Commodore 64 or a PC.
The X -7D controller allows
multiuser/multitasking operation,
with interface capacity for up to six
computers. This allows various sta-
tion personnel access to the system for
simultaneous monitoring or control
from their desks or, via modem, from
home. The system also supports print-
ers for logging. Up to seven days of
walkaway are permitted without re-
peating any programming. And pro-
prietary hard -disk recording systems
are offered for short -duration events.

Systemation burns in the format of
the network of choice for satellite mu-
sic stations on the automation con-
troller's defaults; the station may ad-
just the programming as it desires, or
new defaults may be programmed (or
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ROM chips swapped) if the station
changes networks.

A remote package for field work is
also available. This enables a reporter
to call the system from a Touch -Tone
phone and either record a spot and
program it for later airing or switch
himself live onto the air. An an-
nouncer can operate the station in a
similar manner during a remote
broadcast. Audio from the remote site
gets to the station via telco loop, RPU
or dial -up while program control is op-
erated on a separate dial -up line.
Systemation's proprietary twin -du-
plex RPU system will also support
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hosting a call -in show in this fashion.
Systemation is fortunate in its link

with a built-in proving ground, sta-
tion WDZ/WDZQ, while its no -inven-
tory, "soft -configurable" approach en-
ables it to respond quickly to
perceived need. A new generation of
automation systems, expected to be
introduced at NAB '89, will consist in
part of an IBM AT controller with a
100 MB hard disk drive. In addition to
running a digital music system or sat-
ellite network interface, the new sys-
tem can hold a commercial log for up
to one year. An operator will be able
to call up any particular commercial's

script or set of notes via a touchscreen
interface, while the station's music
log and notes can also be
preprogrammed in the database for
touchscreen recall. Other functions
include CRT access to a color weather
radar display for a particular market
accessed via dial -up from The
Weather Bank in Salt Lake City. (The
computer can be programmed to auto-
matically call in for updates on an
hourly or other basis.)

The system also accommodates an
optional weather voice function, for
either on -air or listener dial -up use.
Similar to a companion sports service,
an announcer's voice reading phrases
and numbers necessary for a short
weather forecast is digitally recorded
and pieced together from a hard -disk
system via a simple ASCII command
stream. Although regulatory hurdles
may stand in the way, the company is
also developing a brief over -the -air
data burst to send information to elec-
tronic signs in the listening area.

The basic approach of all these sys-
tems is to maximize human and hard-
ware efficiency and improve listener
service. While some argue that it's
just another case of robotics stealing
jobs or reducing a craft to pure me-
chanics, others counter that it's the
best way to serve an audience with
the limited dollars available.
Systemation cites one small -market
GM who testified with tears in his
eyes that he would not be in business
today were it not for his automation
system. And-given the proper equip-
ment-there can be creative fulfill-
ment programming. MI

Pizzi is BME's contributing editor.

For More Information

Dick Wagner, Concept Productions,
Roseville, CA (916-782-7754)
Paul Schafer, Schafer Digital, La
Jolla, CA (619 456-8000)
Steve Bellinger, Systemation, Inc.,
Decatur, IL (217 423-9763)



Most broadcast engineers spend
a large part of their time
working in two areas: making

sure equipment doesn't break, and
then fixing it when it does. The first
task is closely related to the second; if
you don't devote enough time to pre-
venting problems, you'll have to make
time when problems appear.

The difference between broadcast
engineers and most people who make
their living repairing problems is that
we are often under pressure to correct
problems while equipment is still in
use. It's sort of like changing the tire
without stopping the car.

We also get to run diagnostics while
the equipment is being used. That
presents a real challenge because the
equipment's in a studio and the test
gear is in the engineering shop. Ei-
ther Mohammed goes to the mountain
or the mountain comes to Moham-
med, but both have to come together
for tests to be run. In either case, the
disc jockey gets annoyed. Either we
take the studio apart in front of him
and whisk away his cart and tape ma-
chines, or we invade the sanctity of
the on -air studio with a cartful of test
gear and subject him to a bunch of test
tones. He doesn't appreciate either
scenario and would far rather we just
left him alone. And because we would
rather avoid lugging equipment
around the station, we're inclined to
indulge those wishes. The all -too -
common result is that the equipment
has to be in serious trouble before it
gets the attention and care it
deserves.

It needn't be this way. The recent
advent of automated testing equip-
ment not only makes it easy to save
time while testing the equipment, it
also lends itself to testing equipment
located in another room. Distortion,
frequency response and stereo phase
can all be tested automatically with-
out operator intervention. We can
predict the timings of the test tones on
an alignment tape and program a
computer to test them as they appear.

MAKE YOUR
TESTING AND
DIAGNOSTICS

AUTOMATIC
At KIIS in Los Angeles, an innovative preventive
maintenance program spots problems before they

start-while the equipment is in use.

Requirements are an automatic test
system and a standard audio align-
ment tape. A simple test can be devel-
oped for the analyzer that will wait
for the standard 700 Hz level tone at
the front end of the test tape and,
when it's detected, start the frequency
or phase runs automatically. A set of
tolerance limits decides if the equip-
ment under test passes or fails the
tests, and the performance is graphed
out on a standard dot-matrix printer.

To make the testing as easy as pos-
sible, KIIS uses a feature built into
the Dynamax CTR-100 series cart
machines we have on the air. These
have a set of infrared sensors built
into the right-hand cart guide which
are triggered by reflective stickers on
the side of the carts we play. Our stan-
dard test cart has a special sticker

By MICHAEL D. CALLAGHAN

that closes a set of internal contacts.
We use this to disconnect the outputs
of the machine from the console. In-
stead, they feed a special test bus that
runs from the studio into the mainte-
nance shop. Machines without the IR
sensors and shiny stickers could sub-
stitute the studio's audition bus and
wire it into the shop.

The output of the test bus assessing
the cart deck's performance feeds into
an Audio Precision System One, a
Compaq Portable computer and an
Epson FX-85 printer in the KIIS shop.
A special version of the Standard
Tape Labs test cart performs two fre-
quency sweep runs before the stop
tone: the first set of tones tests the
stereo frequency response and the sec-
ond checks the playback stereo phase.
Both runs take less than five minutes,
during which the engineer is free to
do other work. When the test cart fin-
ishes and recues, the air personality
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moves it down to the next cart deck
and starts it again.

Frequently the automated testing
shows a machine has drifted out of tol-
erance. This produces a special note
on the printout and the operator then
decides if the machine should be
taken out of service. Simple frequency
response and phase adjustments are
usually made with the machine still
placed in the studio, while excessively
worn heads, bent guides and other
mechanical repairs require relocation
to the workshop. After repairs are fin-
ished, the same automatic test proce-
dure is repeated before the machine
goes back into the studio.

Cumulative records are kept on
each cart and tape machine. Looking
through the frequency response runs
reveals the results of head wear and
machine aging; people who use the
program come to develop a perception
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Curves on a reel-to-reel deck in the KIIS FM production studio. Test data is within
limits-tape deck performs normally.

about when a head should be changed
as a precaution or how long it will be
before phase will need adjustment.
Sudden phase errors brought on by

equalization adjustments are easy to
spot and correct.

Here's how the system works in de-
tail. First, the automated testing is

CAMERA REMOTE
CONTROL THE
SENSIBLE WAY

Telemetrics - for over 20 years
the innovators of camera
control systems. Circle 120 on Reader Service Card Page 63

Control Pan -Tilt -

Trolley -Zoom -Focus

with
 Simple Joystick Panel
 Presetable Shot Panel
 Touch Screen Panel
 Computer RS -232/242

thru
 Multicore Cable
 Twisted Pair
 Telephone Modem

TeJemetrics
7 Valley St. Hawthorne, N.J. 07506
For Information Call 12011 423-0347



run as a procedure by the System
One. This is simply a group of key-
strokes that are stored as a script;
they are executed as though you were
sitting in front of the keyboard. Each
portion of the procedure calls up a spe-
cific test that has been previously
stored on the system's hard disk; after
each test is completed, the procedure
calls up the next test. For example, in
the cart tests, the first 700 Hz tone on
the tape starts the sequence and cali-
brates the reference level. The system
waits 45 seconds while azimuth tone
runs through and then starts a stereo
frequency sweep. It measures the left
and right channels starting at 50 Hz
and working up through 12 kHz.
When the 700 Hz reference tone reap-
pears, it signals the end of the test,
and the results are stored on disk.
Then the stereo phase test uses the
second sweep to check playback head

azimuth for each tone. When it fin-
ishes, the system prompts the oper-
ator to type in the machine's serial
number and location, and the oper-
ator's initials. All this information
and a corresponding pair of graphs
are sent to the printer for evaluation.

The system includes some timing
delays: for example, we know that on
our test tape there are 22 seconds of
azimuth tone between the start of the
700 Hz level tone and the beginning of
the frequency response run, so we
simply put a 22 -second delay in the
test procedure while it passes by. If we
were in a production line environ-
ment, we would probably edit the test
tape to get rid of it. Fortunately,
things aren't so hurried here, so we
can keep the azimuth tone for another
test. The reel-to-reel tests work on a
similar basis. There are differences in
the tone placement for the two corn-

mon tape speeds, however, so a pair of
different procedures is used.

The computer itself is configured so
the user doesn't need any knowledge
of the operating system. As it is pow-
ered up, the user sees a menu asking
what program he'd like to use. The
first three choices relate to the Sys-
tem One procedure. The "Audio Preci-
sion" choice brings up a detailed
menu with numerous parameter
choices. This menu is for experienced
operators who are comfortable work-
ing with the many options the system
provides; routine equipment testing
doesn't involve this option. The sec-
ond and third choices, "Audio Preci-
sion Cart Deck" and "Tape Deck
Tests," start the automated test se-
quences. Choosing "Tape Deck Tests"
brings up another menu which selects
machine speed. On -screen prompts
guide the user through each step in

The wireless system that
will never leave you speechless.
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If thi ha ev r hap ned t yo , you weren't using a Sony
VHF wireless microphone.

Rather than a mere one, two or ten channels, the Sony
wireless system gives you up to 168. So no matter where you
are, no matter how cluttered the airwaves, the signal will
come through loud and clear. And with so many open chan-
nels to choose from, multi -microphone setups are a snap.

For added insurance, Sony wireless arms you with true
space diversity reception. iWin tuners constantly compare

incoming signals for the strongest, clearest
signal. Sparing you the echoes, dead spots and
other horrors that plague lesser systems.

So, if you're looking for a wireless system you
can have faith in-any time, any place-contact your
Sony Professional Audio representative. Or call
Sony at 800 -635 -SONY. SONY

Professional Audio

Sony Communications Products Company, Professional Audio Division, 1600 Queen Anne Rd., Teaneck, NJ 07666. © 1988.Sony Corporation of America. Sony Is a registered trademark of Sony Corporation.
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NOW GET THE SAME
SERVICE AND
EQUIPMENT
ON THIS COAST..

AS YOU DO ON THIS
COAST.

East Coast or West Coast. Now the same
complete selection of sophisticated video

equipment you've come to expect from Camera
Mart/New York is yours to rent or buy from
CMTV/Burbank, CMTV/California and

CMTV/Nevada.
The same great service, too. Because with your

continued support, we've been able to expand
CMTV to a full-fledged West Coast operation,
complete with repair and maintenance facilities.

So now you can have the best of both coasts.

We've been big in video since it was small.

CMTV Inc.
The Camera Mart, Enc.

SALESSERVICERENTAL
1900 W. Burbank Blvd., Burbank, CA 91506 (818) 843-6644 FAX (818) 843-2473

Headquarters/New York Upstate/Central N.Y. Nevada
456 West 55th Street, New York 10019 305 Vine Street, Liverpool, N.Y. 13088 3553 Regents Court, Las Vegas, Nevada 89121
(212) 757-6977 (315) 457-3703 FAX (315) 457-3795 (702) 435-9234 FAX (702) 451-3229
Telex.' 275619/FAX (212) 582-2498
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Top two charts show cart machine with a worn playback head. Although the curve
looks poor, the machine is almost within manufacturer's limit: +l- 2 dB. Second
chart, stereo phase response. Bottom two show the same machine 30 minutes later
after replacement of playback head. Response curve is flat and phase response is
accurate. The KIIS system is based on the Audio Precision System One (right).

the test procedure. All the menus in-
clude a safe return to the main menu.

The equipment under test either
passes or fails the performance crite-
ria; as long as it passes, it stays in
service without leaving the studio.

In conclusion, the Audio Precision
System One does represent a substan-
tial capital investment. But the re-
turn on investment and the time that
is saved make it a remarkable value.

Being able to track the performance of
studio tape machines this easily
keeps staff comfortable and also al-
lows better management of man-
power resources and parts inven-
tories. The ability to quickly analyze
the performance of a breadboarded
circuit speeds up design time and re-
sults in better performance. 

Callaghan is chief engineer of KIIS-
AM/FM, Los Angeles, CA.

Lots of people make
their living repairing
problems. Broadcast

engineers have to do it
while the

equipment is in use.
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And no wonder-it's the
Sony BVP-360. The best -look-
ing studio camera on TV. And
the one with the best -looking
picture.

The BVP-360 offers state-
of-the-art mixed -field technol-

ogy in 2/3" Plumbicori tubes
-precise and ultra -stable
geometry and registration, and
more than 700 lines of resolu-
tion. The best signal-to-noise
ratio. And the most accurate
color reproduction. To the

darkest shadows and highest -

level whites. And the widest
range of light levels in between.

By design, the BVP-360 is
ideally suited for studio and
outdoor production. And,
since the portable companion



BVP-350 uses the same circuit
boards and optics, its picture
is exactly the same.

But most of all, the BVP-
360 looks good because it's
from Sony-the leader in
broadcast camera sales. And

it's backed' by Sony service.
Our national service organiza-
tion is on call 24 hours.

SONY
Any day. Anywhere.

But see the BVP-360 for
yourself. Contact your Sony
Broadcast Sales Engineer. Or
cad Sony at (800) 635 -SONY.
Sony Communications Products Company. 1600 Queen
Anne Road. Teaneck. NJ 07666. C1988 Sony Corporation
of America. Sony is a registered ttademark of Sony.
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COMPUTE

A Line Stretcher for
Phase Rotation

By Ronald F. Balonis

or AM stereo the load that the an-
tenna system gives to the trans-
mitter can have a significant ef-
fect on the quality of a station's
AM stereo sound. The magnitude
of the sideband VSWR and the
symmetry of the load determine,
to an important extent, the
amount of stereo separation and

ultimate signal distortion.
In the real world, physical constraints and limi-

tations determine what the transmission distance
(phase shift) is from the transmitter to the an-
tenna-some as actual transmission line, and
some as matching networks to transform the an-
tenna load. And, in the real world, the impedance
of a broadcast antenna, or the common -point im-
pedance, varies over the transmission band, af-
fecting a transmitter's frequency response, ampli-
tude linearity, and the modulation capability. It
can also cause, because of frequency selectivity,
IPM-Incidental Phase Modulation.

Theory says that regardless of the kind of am-

plifier circuit or the modulation method, at maxi-
mum modulation the output stage can deliver ei-
ther a full peak current or a full peak voltage to
the load. And, for the transmitter to deliver a
voltage or a current wave to the load, free of phase
modulation and identical to the input audio, the
load must be a point of impedance symmetry.
That is at some half -wave or odd quarter-wave
point from the antenna.

There are three ways to
get the load point right for
the transmitter's output
stage: by designing it in
with a new transmission
line and matching net-
works, by redesign of
a transmission line and
the matching networks, or by adding a
"line stretcher" to add phase shift to reorient
the impedance -versus -frequency characteristic of
the load.

This month's Compute program,
LSTRETCH.BAS, computes the component val-

ues for a Pi -like line

-A- Phase Shifter or

R

Line Stretcher Network

Ll L2
-*- *

Cl I C2 I C3
1 1 i*. _* * *

<- ----- PHASE SHIFT 90-270 -

FREQ.(mHz)= 0.08

L1 100.0
L2 100.0
C1 100.0
C2 50.0
C3 100.0

R=

ohms
ohms
ohms
ohms
ohms

Demo screen for LSTRETCH.BAS.

R

100.0 PHASE SHIFT= 180.0

16.2 uH
16.2 uH

1624.0 uufd
3248.1 uufd
1624.0 uufd

stretcher that can be used
to get the overall system
phase shift (transmission
distance) right. It has a
transformation ratio of
unity, and it can have a
phase shift that ranges
from 90 to 270 degrees.

It's a relatively simple
calculating program: Just
enter the Frequency, the
Impedance (a pure resis-
tance), and the Phase shift,
between 90 and 270, de-
sired. And then it displays
the values of the compo-
nents for the "Line
Stretcher" (see the example
screen). All that's left to do
is build it or adjust it.

This "line stretcher"
comes from the July, 1949
Proceedings of the IRE:
"Operation of AM Broad -
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cast transmitters into Sharply Tuned Antenna
Systems" by W. H. Doherty. In this seminal pa-
per, Doherty describes the use of the "transmis-
sion line calculator," the Smith Chart, for im-
proved matching of a transmitter. He explains
the theoretical reasons for locating the modula-
tion monitor, depending on the sample (current or
voltage), at appropriate distances from the load.
And he also explains and
proves that there are also op-
timum transmission dis-
tances (phase shifts) between
the antenna and the output
stage of a transmitter-dis-
tances which allow the trans-
mitter to produce its least
distortion; distances that put
a point of impedance sym-
metrical at the output stage
of the transmitter.

Basically, the way to check
on where in the ballpark a
system is is to start with the
+/- 10 Khz sideband imped-
ance data (read it from the
antenna and common point
impedance plots). Enter that
data in the program VSWR-
PHR.BAS to compute the
VSWR and to determine, by
intuition or trial and error,
the needed phase shift (mul-
tiples)-see example screens
for VSWR-PHR.BAS. Then
for a new system, just add up
the shifts and adjust them to
get the correct overall phase
shift. For an old system, cal-
culate the phase shifts
(shunt reactance of matching
networks determines phase
shift) and add them up, then
adjust them or add a line
stretcher to get the correct
overall phase shift. Finally
trim the system, by adjusting
for minimum distortion on a
distortion analyzer or mini-
mum L -R (IPM) on a stereo
modulation monitor.

However, it's not as easy,
or as simple, as it sounds.
And, neither program is de-
signed to do away with the
need for a qualified consul-
tant in such matters or to do
away with Smith Charts and
the need for complex math-

ematical methods of designing matching net-
works. But as computer tools, they can help you
understand the reasons and the theory behind it.
And they can help you maintain an "optimum"
transmitter -to -antenna match for just plain good
quality mono or the highest quality AM stereo. 

Balonis is chief engineer at WILK-AM, Wilkes-Barre, PA.

0 'LSTRETCH.BAS ++ TRANSMISSION LINE STRETCHER
5 'SY Ron,..1d F. Balonis 2/2C/82 & 10/7/03
10 P:=4*A7N(1):RAD=180/PI:CMX='3)0099900.04
20 'Based on Fig. 7 & 8 in "Operation of AM
21 'Broadcast Transmitters into Sharply Tuned
22 'Antenna Systems" by W. H. Doherty in
23 'The Proceedings of IRE for July 1940
50 DATA "1- Phase Shifter or Line Stretcher Network +"
58 DATA ""
50 DATA '

.L2
40 DATA "

51 DATA "

52 DATA "

53 DATA "

54 DATA "

55 DATA ' I C2 1 C3

55 DATA "

_157 DATA "
_*

58 DATA
SO DATA <---- PHASE SHIFT 00-270 -----

70 DATA "",""
71 DATA "FREQ.(mHz). 1.TU.44 R=44Ug4.4 PHASE SHIFT= 545.5"
72 DATA "\ \=#5445#4444.4 ohms 44445455.5 \
100 OLS:'---SIGNON PROGRAM AND GET DATA
105 FOR I=1 TO 15
110 READ A$:PRINT TAB(17);A$
115 NEXT I

120 READ A$:PRINT LEFT$(A$,12);
INPUT FRQ$:IF FRQ$="" THEN STOP
FRQ=VAL(FRQ$)
IF FRQ<.5 OR FRQ)2I THEN RUN 0

125
130
135
140
145
150
155
150
155
170
175
180
185
100
105
200
205
210
215
220
''C

230
235
240
245
250
255
250

LOCATE 15,1:PRINT USING L_EFT$(A$,21):FRQ:
INPUT R$:IF R$="" THEN RUN 0
R=VAL(R$)
IF 7Z,:=0 OR R:20000 THEN RUN 0

LOCATE 15,1:PRINT USING LEFTS(A$,43):FRO:R:
INPUT PH$:IF PH$="" THEN RUN 0
PH=VAL(PH$)
IF PH<90 OR PH>270 THEN RUN 0
LOCATE 15,1:PRINT USING AT.:FRO:R:PH

'-----THEN DISPLAY COMPONENT VALUES
L1=R:L2=R:LX=2*PI*FRO:CX=LX*.000001
C1=1/((1-1/TAN((PK/2)/RAD))/R)
C2=1/(2*(1-SIN(PH/RAD)/2)/n)
IF ASS(C1)>CMX THEN C1=CMX
C3=C1

READ A$:PRINT
PRINT USING A$:"L1":1_1;L1/LX;"uH"
PRINT USING A$;"L2";L1:L1/LX;"uH"
PRINT USING A$:"C1";C1;1/(CX*C1);"uufd"
PRINT USING A$:"C2";C2:1/(CX*C2):"uufd"
PRINT USING A$:"C3";C3:1/(CX*C3):"uufd"
INPUT ANS$:RUN 0:' ---END OF PROCRAM

R"

Basic code for LSTRETCH.BAS, a line stretcher for phase rotation.
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SPECTRUM
THE REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT

Changing Directionals: Fine -Tuning
FM Allotment

By Harry Cole

n December 1988, the Commission took
a significant step toward what many are
calling the "AM-ization" of the FM band.
Abandoning its own longstanding policy,
the Commission announced it would per-
mit certain limited short -spacing of FM
stations where the applicant causing the
short -spacing proposes to utilize a direc-
tional antenna to protect other short -

spaced station(s) from interference. We've re-
ferred to this general topic before, but the FCC's
recent action warrants particular consideration.

For more than 25 years the Commission has
allotted FM channels to communities based on
minimum mileage separations designed to pre-
vent any adverse interference. For purposes of the
allotment process, in most instances the Commis-
sion assumes that the channel would be utilized
by a station operating from the center of the com-
munity (the center of the community being, in the
Commission's view, the community's main post
office). If the community's center would not meet
the minimum mileage separations, then the
channel generally will not be allotted unless the
proponent of the allotment can demonstrate that
some non -short -spaced site which would permit
adequate signal coverage for the community is
available.

Once a channel is allotted, applicants who file
for use of that channel must specify a trans-
mitter site that also meets those minimum
mileage specifications. While the Commis-
sion virtually never waives those require-
ments with respect to the initial channel al-
lotment process, it has been willing to waive
them to a limited degree as part of the appli-
cation process. Normally such waivers
have involved very small distances (i.e.,
less than two miles). Applicants seeking
a waiver must generally demonstrate
that no non -short -spaced site is avail-
able and that the site proposed is the
least short -spaced of all suitable
sites.

One argument that has often been
advanced by applicants in support
of short -spacing waiver re -

quests-and which equally often has been re-
jected by the FCC-is the claim that the applicant
will use a directional antenna to prevent adverse
interference. The theory underlying such an ar-
gument is certainly logical: If the avoidance of the
evils of interference is the goal of the minimum
mileage separations, why should those separa-
tions be invoked against an application that pro-
poses to avoid those very evils through the device
of directionalization?

While that approach may be both theoretically
and technologically sound, the Commission his-
torically has been reluctant to take any steps that
might undermine its over-
all FM allocation mecha-
nism. The primary advan-
tage of this mechanism is
that it permits the Com-
mission to assure appro-
priate distribution of FM
channels across the coun-
try with a minimum of in-
dividualized calculation
on a case -by -case basis.
The FCC previously had
been concerned that reli-
ance on directionalization would require pre-
cisely the type of detailed, time-consuming re-
view it has sought to avoid, and it had further
tended to view FM directionalization as a step
toward a "drop -in" approach to station allot-
ment. This approach is similar to the current
system of AM allocation, which the minimum
mileage separation method was designed to
avoid.

Those historical concerns appear to have
been substantially alleviated. Under the
December 1988 action, applicants for new

or modified FM facilities will be able to
specify short -spaced sites as long as

their proposals include some means of
protecting other stations from inter-
ference. Such means could include re-
duction in operating power and/or
antenna height as well as
directionalization. Since it is con-

cerned about applications im-

Cole is partner in
Bechtel, Borsari, Cole
& Paxson, a Washing-
ton, DC -based law firm.
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ADD IMPACT
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CLASSIFIOEDURAD!

HELP WANTED

The Washington
DC Bureauof ConusCommuni-

cations is
seeking a full time Engineering

Main-

tenance
Supervisor. This

person must be capable

of supervising
a small engineering

maintenance

department and
must have

experience inservicing

Sony Betacam
field equipment,

and studio edit fa-

cilities.
Candidates for

this position
should have

experience in
operating a wide variety of broad-

cast video and audio
equipment, as

well as, the

use of a spectrum analyzer.
Experience withsatel-

lite equipment
or transmitters

is desirable,
but not

required_ Individuals
seeking this

position must be

able to work in close quarters with an active news

organization,
and make decisions

quickly, fre-

quently while
under pressure.

Salary is open, de-

pending on qualifications.
Resumes

should be

sent to Scott
Goodfellow 1825

K Street, NW, Suite

601, Washington,
DC 20006.

REGIONAL
SALES MANAGER-Growing

manu-

facturer of
broadcast video

products seeks two

regional sates managers.
Positions based

in Cali-

fornia and
Chicago area.

Require aggressive
self-

starter capable
of working

with minimum
supervi-

sion. We offer competitive
salary, excellent

benefits

including profit
sharing. Interested individuals

- --- - - ,vith salary history
and require-

NV NV In",

CLASSIFIED
Transmitter

Supervisor-Washington,
D.0 sta-

tion needs
supervisor to perform

maintenance and

supervise the
technical operation

of XMTR facility.

Requires Bachelor's
Degree in

Electrical En-

gineering, Electronic
Technology or a related field.

Must possess General Radio/Telephone
License.

RF endorsement
is desireable.

Three years of

progressively
responsible TV

maintenance ex-

perience with supervisory
responsibilities.

Ex-

perience in maintaining
VHF/UHF

transmitters

utilizing vapor
-cooled ktystron

tubes. For prompt

and confidential
consideration,

forward your re-

sume with
salary history

to: Clarence
Brodus,

Director of
Operations & Engineering,

WHMM-TV,

2222 Fourth
Street, N.W. Washington,

D.C. 20059.

We Are An Equal Opportunity Employer MIF/H.

Top fifty VHF
affiliate in the Southeast seeks

chile,

engineer. Job entails
supervision of all engineer-

ing and maintenance
personnel.

Individual will be

responsible for all technical
function

have SSE Certification.
Cone -

Must be forward-think;-
nologies as wen -

art equipine
years h.
bud,

Assistant Chief
Engineer. Top

Philadelphia CHR

Station seeking
self -motivated

Ass't Chief En-

gineer. Studio
and RF experience

required. FCC

General. Strong company,
good benefits.

Resumes to
Chief Eng, WEGX-FM,

Three Bala

Plaza, Suite
580E, Bala

Cynwyd, PA 19004,

FOR SALE
FOR SALE

ENTIRE FILM
-TO -TAPE SUITE

BOSCH FDL-60
w/Digital Grain

Reducer, Corp.

Comm. System
60 SL B2 Color Correction

Computer,

MAGNATECH MD
-636-B4 Magnetic

Reproducer

w/multiple head
assemblies, Two

(2) LipsnerSmith

CF -200 Film
Cleaners, Film

Editing Bench w/re-

winds; splicers,
elc. All equipment

has been

meticulously
maintained, is fully operational

and

Does your classified ad program need more impact? If so, there's a place where you can
effectively advertise job openings, equipment for sale, educational opportunities...even books.

It's the classified section of Broadcast Management of Engineering. And it's where you'll reach
the highest concentration of technical and engineering managers.

Take advantage of our 35,000 interested readers. Call Margot Suydam at (212) 685-5320 for
classified rates and details today. And put our impact behind your classified message.

II1VE
ENGINEERING MANAGEME \ 

ACT Publishing, Technical

E

Division 295 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10017 (212) 685-5320



ethnological Brilliance. Unsurpassed Perf ant

SPECTRUM

posing a burden on processing staff, however, the
Commission will not currently consider proposed
short -spacings of more than five miles.

Relaxation relative to directional proposals in
FM short -spacing situations is, however, not ab-
solute. According to Commissioner Dennis, short-

spacing will not be permitted to exceed the mini-
mum mileage separation for the next lower class
of station. Further, the interference protection
levels have not been reduced and directionaliza-
tion will still not be considered as part of the ini-
tial channel allotment process.

Short-term, it's likely that there will be an ini-
tial rush of short -spacing applications, particu-
larly from existing licensees whose efforts to up-
grade have been frustrated by the limited avail-
ability of suitable non -short -spaced transmitter
sites. This new alternative provides more flexibil-
ity in the search for sites, so many licensees are
likely to act quickly. The initial rounds of these
applications are likely to be processed fairly
slowly, however, as the FCC staff familiarizes it-

78 BME February 1989

self with their special requirements.
Whether directionalization will accomplish its

intended goal will become an important issue fol-
lowing the first round of successful applications.
The question will then become whether short-

spaced stations will encounter increased interfer-
ence or whether the technology will provide the
protection it is claimed to. If interference prob-
lems keep recurring, due to technical problems or
the failure of directional operators to install, op-
erate and monitor their facilities properly, the
Commission may wish to think again.

Finally, if the preliminary results support the
validity of directionalization as an interference -

preventing mechanism, the long-term prospects
point to increased use of that mechanism to per-
mit licensees, in effect, to "drop in" stations in
areas where no stations could presently be estab-
lished. For station engineers reviewing potential
opportunities for new stations or upgrading exist-
ing stations, considerations will now include not
only channel allotments to the desired market



perspeCtive, rotation, warp

cleanest edges, smoothest moves

Circle 124 on Reader Service Card Page 63

but also to nearby markets.
Once established, nearby
market allotments might be
modified with the help of
directionalization to permit
service to the actual target
market. Although it should
still be possible to take ad-
vantage of the new flexibil-
ity, applicants taking such a multiple -step ap-
proach will have to be careful not to misrepresent
their true purposes.

Where this new approach ultimately leads is to
what some are calling the "AM-ization" of the FM
service: A "drop -in" system of station-but not
channel-allotment that will permit "shoe-
horning" stations into various settings from
which they would clearly have been precluded be-
fore the change. Commissioner Quello views this
possibility with alarm and, in a partial dissent,
noted that reliance on directionalization for the
achievement of equivalent contour protection is

The new FM approach
can best be deemed an
effort to fine-tune the

existing distribution of
stations.

in many respects identical to
the allocation mechanism
governing the AM band.

The difficulty with such an
analysis is that FM is differ-
ent from AM in a number of
important respects. First,
FM signals have different
propagation characteristics

and may be easier to control through directionali-
zation. Second, directional FM technology may be
somewhat more sophisticated than the AM tech-
nology which was first utilized decades ago.

Third, the initial allotment of FM channels
across the country has already been accomplished
without reliance on directionalization. Thus the
Commission is not undertaking an initial allot-
ment process requiring various detailed "drop -in"
calculations. Rather, the new FM approach can
probably best be deemed an effort by the Commis-
sion to fine-tune the existing distribution of
stations. 
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY
Broadcasting, Recording, and Production Enclosures

o/

Acoustic Systems acoustically engineers prefabricated, modular
designed enclosures for broadcast, recording, and production
requirements. Our effective system for sound isolation is designed
to meet any space requirement or configuration. The modular
enclosures are capable of expansion or can be disassembled,
moved, and reassembled without loss of acoustic integrity, which is
guaranteed within ± 3 dB. Our systems approach includes client
consultation, design, fabrication,
installation, and final inspection
to provide a complete customized
enclosure. For consultation
on broadcast, recording, or
production enclosures call
toll free (800) 531-5412. THOMAS REGISTER SWEETS CATALOG 13.0

ACOUSTIC
titillllleIH SYSTEMS

415 E. St. Elmo Rd./Box 3610/Austin, TX 78764
(512) 444-1961 (800) 531-5412 TELEX 767119

Circle 125 on Reader Service Card Page 63
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THERE ARE VOLUNTEERS
TO HELP MAKE

YOUR TAXES LESS TAXING.
Call the IRS and we'll direct you
to the volunteers nearest you.

Do yourself a favor. File your
taxes now and file accurately. If
you need help understanding
the recent changes in
the tax laws or just
need help, there are t
trained volunteers
who can help. Call or
visit your local IRS office
today. And make your
taxes less taxing.
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CLASSIFIED

RFSERVICE;

ENGINEER
One of the nation's premier tele-
communications companies cur-
rently seeks an RF Service Engineer
to provide customer and engineer-
ing support to sales staff and RF
field service for TV transmitters.
Based in Dallas, this individual will
he responsible for installing TV
t ransmitters; checking perfor-
mance and repairing RF products;
answering customer inquiries;
interfacing with vendors to make
orders; and preparing drawings
and documents. This position

requires three years of related
experience and the willingness to
travel 50%.
If you meet these qualifications,
send your resume and salary his-
tory to: Stackig, Sanderson &
White, Dept. LR, 7680 Old Spring -
house Road, McLean, VA 22102. We
are the advertising agency for this
client, not an employment agency.
No fees are involved. No phone
calls please. Our client is an equal
opportunity employer.

SONY BVP-150 broadcast ENG camera, 3 tube, like
new, low hours, 650+ lines resolution, 57 db S/N,
composite & Betacam output. $4400.00
(305) 864-5489.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS MANAGER

Major midtown Manhattan office building seeks
knowledgeable "hands-on" supervisor of multi -
type telecommunications transmission center.
Engineering, leasing/licensing background essen-
tial. Ability to coordinate with broadcasters, build-
ing's operational staff and technical consultants
required. Submit detailed resume, salary history
and requirements to: NY,
NY 10017.

SALES REP
SOPHISTICATED TV
TEST EQUIPMENT

Good knowledge of TV signals. Min. 3 years
sales experience. Involves substantial travel.
Report directly to VP Sales. EOE.

Send resumes only to:

AP A

A.F. ASSOCIATES INC.
100 Stonehurst Court
Northvale, NJ 07647
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Aston Presents New Still Store....Matthey
Introduces Hybrid Audio Filter...

Dynatech Unveils Surge Suppressors
...Videotek Adds Line Select

Aston Presents New Still
Store

Aston Electronics has
an economical still
store which stores key

signals and features image
access retrieval in under 1.5
seconds. The Wallet also in-
cludes editing output software
which provides three operator -
controlled automatic output se-
quences and the ability to accept ei-
ther RGB or YUV and act as a
converter between the two systems.
Video sampling conforms to the
CCTR 601 and 4.2.2 specifications
with an internal clock frequency of
13.5 MHz. Designed for broadcasting
and corporate and industrial applica-
tions, the unit comes with either one
or two removable or fixed Winchester
hard disk drives or a combination of
both. The fixed disk stores 39 images;
the removable disk stores 42 images.
Reader Service #200

Matthey Introduces Hybrid
Audio Filter

Anew digital audio filter from
Matthey Electronics performs
to rigid specifications, is pin

compatible with many existing fil-
ters, and can be easily retrofitted into
new equipment. Matthey can also
provide OEMs with a full designer
support package.
Reader Service #201

Dynatech Unveils Surge
Suppressors

BN series Kleanline electronic
filters from L.E.A. Dynatech
are designed for use in critical

loca-
tions where

power conditioning is re-
quired. The BN iscapable of with-

standing more than 1000 ANSI/IEEE
Category B-3000 A, 6000 V-surges
(equivalent to ten years of operation)
without degrading and is UL ap-
proved. Noise filtering in all modes of
operation is 70 dB. The unit comes
with status annunciators, four recep-
tacles, and six feet of cord. With a
maximum energy handling capacity
of 2000 joules, the BN is designed as a
permanent solution to noise, electri-
cal surges and transients.
Reader Service #202

Videotek Adds Line Select
To Frame Synchronizer

Videotek, Inc. has added line se-
lect to the VDP-8000 Frame
Store/Synchronizer, which

can now be programmed to
view a single line of a particu-
lar field of video. This line is
repeated throughout the
frame in order to display a
bright line select on any wave-
form monitor or vectorscope.
The frame store/synchronizer
provides jitter free lockup of
noisy feeds from satellite, micro-
wave, ENG and remote broad-

casts. Signal processing is composite 8
bits at a sampling rate of 4 x fsc
(14.31818 MHz). Unique independent
freeze field capability permits the
storage of two different fields or one
field without interruption of live
video synchronizing. Stored images
remain clear and sharp through the
use of a three -line digital comb filter.
Price is $5495.
Reader Service #203

FM Systems Premieres
Digital Video Voltmeter

Anew hand-held, battery -oper-
ated digital video voltmeter,
model VVM, from FM Systems,

Inc. measures the sync pulse ampli-
tude, white level, and overall compos-
ite video level in volts peak -to -peak or

I.R.E. units on a terminated or
loop -through basis. The
maximum reading is 1.99
volts or 199 I.R.E. units so
that with a normal 1 -volt
video signal, a 1 percent
voltage or one I.R.E. unit
level change can be mea-
sured. The Model VVM
from FM Systems fea-
tures portability, ease of
use, accuracy and the
low price of $325.
Reader Service #204
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IFSYOU NEED'ME=
SERVICES,

WE'LL DO
EVERYTHING

ON EARTH
10 HELP,

Our six Ku -band Portable
Uplinks provide redundant
satellite transmission from
anywhere on the continent.
Downlinks, too. Ku transpon-
der time with occasional or
long term leases. Teleconfer-
encing and video production.
Conus Master Control provides
all necessary coordination.
Just pick up the telephone, and
no event is beyond your reach.
Anywhere. Anytime. For
more information, call Todd
Hanks or Woody Hubbell,
(612) 642-4679.

Conus Satellite Services
a division of Conus Communications

3415 University Avenue
Minneapolis, MN 55414

Circle 126 on reader Service Card Page 63
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Dolby Laboratories Has
New Audio Processor

miodel 363 is the first unit to of-
fer both Dolby SR spectral re-
cording and Dolby A -type

noise reduction in switchable form.
This compact economical package was
designed for all audio facilities in-
cluding music recording, video post -
production, broadcast and film. Both
channels are equipped with built-in
record/playback changeover capabil-
ity allowing a single model 363 to
serve for stereo recording applica-
tions. The two independently con-
trolled channels are easily switched
between record and playback from the
front panel or under command of a
tape recorder or remote control de-
vice. Internally generated signals al-
low quick alignment and the auto
compare function can be used to verify
the performance of the audio system.
Independent level adjustments for the
record and play-
back signal paths
allow accurate
matching of ex-
isting line levels.
Either the "line
in" signal or the
encoded tape
may be moni-
tored while re-
cording and ei-
ther channel
may be removed
from the audio
system for studio
Reader Service #205

alignment.

Wheatstone Announces
Stereo Distribution
Amplifier

miodel SDA-82 is a new 8 -chan-
nel stereo distribution ampli-
fier from Wheatstone Corp. It

may be used in a single -input, 16 -out-
put configuration or in a stereo -input,
eight stereo -output configuration.
Each input and output has its own
three -pin gold connector to allow load

and source changes after installation.
Outputs are individually active bal-
anced and capable of delivering + 26
dBm. Sixteen individual output gain
controls compensate for load depen-
dent gain shifts. Handy signal -
present LED indicators on input and
output ports verify signal integrity.
Dynamic range is 115 dB and typical
THD is .002 percent.
Reader Service #206

Alpha Audio Offers New
Automated Audio Editor

Boss/2 from Alpha Audio is a sec-
ond -generation post production
audio editing system offering

advances in both hardware and soft-
ware. Editing entirely in the digital
domain, Boss/2 features simultaneous
multi -protocol communication in RS-

422, RS -232, SMPTE and MIDI, and
the ability to talk directly to any ma-
chine that speaks Sony, Ampex, ES-

BUS or other serial protocol. When
synchronizers are necessary, users
may select whatever combination of
brands is best for their system's spe-
cific needs.
Reader Service #207

Acrodyne Launches 25 KW
UHF TV Transmitter

Acrodyne Industries has shipped
the world's first 35 kW UHF
television transmitter using a

single-tetrode final amplifier. Desig-
nated TRU-25KVC, the system is the



most energy -efficient 25 kW UHF
transmitter available, acording to the
manufacturer. Incorporating class A
solid-state amplifiers and ultralinear
tetrodes in combined amplification
service, it delivers high -quality vi-
sual, aural and rf performance. The
internally diplexed approach is de-
signed to make it a compact cost-effec-
tive transmitter suited to small TV
markets and as a standby unit.
Reader Service #208

Audio/Composite Video
Routing Switcher From
Novadyne

Novadyne introduces the model
8x16 composite video/two-chan-
nel audio routing switcher de-

signed to provide electronic, vertical
interval switching and computer -con-
trolled routing at a moderate cost.
Unit accepts between one and eight
inputs and routes them to between
one and 16 outputs depending on the
number of output boards on the
motherboard. Front -panel LED indi-
cators display the status of each out-
put. The unit features internal color
bars and blackburst. Price is $9850.
Reader Service #209

Summit Audio Presents
Preamplifier

preamplifier named "Warm In-
terface" can be used to warm
nd enrich hard -edged or metal-

lic digital signals from tape machines
or signal processing equipment and to

,- GLOBAL SUPPORT
FOR GLOBAL

*4'47 COMMUNICATION

Microprocessor
Controlled
Klystron High
Power Amplifiers
Field -proven and recognized for wide
specrum coverage and consistent,
reliable output, MCLs Microprocessor
Controlled (and Standard Logic) Klystrcn
High Power Amplifiers (SATCOM C -Band
and Ku -Band) are accepted and proven by
communications experts worldwide. MCL
Series 10000 Klystron Amplifiers are
designed to withstand variable
environmental and mechanical conditions
and are engineered for minimum
maintenance and repair.

MCLs SATCOM Series 10000 Amplifier
Systems feature a host of standard
equipment and options, including:

 'ull microprocessor (or CMOS Logic)
system control panel

 modular assembly for rapid
sub -assembly access

 Motorized Channel Selectors
available

 RS232, RS422, IEEE43E, or Contact
Remote Interfaces

 electrical/mechanical "no -step" or
SCR AC line regulator drawer

 Beam Supply on casters; all other
assemblies on slides

 ruggedization for transportable
applications

 and more!
MCL is the leader in the field of amplifiers
and allied equipment for the field of
satellre communications. MCL offers a
complete line of products, a: competitive-
prices quality -tested and proven to
provide unexcelled performance.

 dim

An10.R
.t.GH

Microprocessor amplifier shown

Write or call MCL today and
request your FREE copy of

Brochure #1001 (Microprocessor
Logic) or Brochure #9009

(Standard CMOS Logic) br details
and technical specifications.

MCL, INC.
501 S. Wc-odcreek Road
Bolingbrook, IL E0439
312-759-9500 TWA; 910-683-1899

Manufacturers of TWT and Klystron Ampl fiers for Satellite Communications.
24 -Hour Sales and Technical Support for Immediate Service Worldwide.
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provide level matching. Used as an in-
terface between CD players, R-DAT
recorder/players and any analog au-
dio equipment, the "Warm Interface"
controls even order harmonics to pro-
vide "tube sound." By employing vac-
uum tubes in circuits that affect
sound quality and solid state in cir-
cuits that affect reliability, "Warm
Interface" embodies the advantages of
both technologies. Features include
two channels, + 25 dBm output, front -
panel trim gain adjustment and 110
dB dynamic range. Price is $950.
Reader Service #210

Nady Introduces Video
Camera Boom Mic

Model VCM-100 from Nady Sys-
tems is a highly sensitive su-
per -directional microphone

EQUIPMENT

that captures even far -away sound
with clarity. The super cardiode elec-
tret condenser element used in the
mic combines wide frequency re-
sponse with extremely low noise.
Used as a replacement for the on-
board mic supplied with video cam-
eras, the unit offers the option of nor-
mal or long-distance recording. Price
is $64.95.
Reader Service #211

Harris Unveils 50 KW
Digitally Modulated AM
Transmitter

Model DX -50, the third and
largest of a series begun in
1987, has an overall efficiency

of 86 percent and provides good signal
transparency with virtually no audio
overshoot, tilt or ringing. A patented
digital modulator consists of 128 iden-
tical rf power amplifiers and applies
audio to an ultra -fast analog -to -digi-
tal converter. Digitized audio and a
carrier level control signal go to the
modulation encoder which controls
each power amplifier. Power amplifi-
ers turn on and off with modulation
and a master rf combiner totals their
output. The DX -50 modulates at 140
percent at 50 kW. Should a power am-
plifier fail, the "FlexPatch" ensures

*NEW
AVCOM PSA-37D PORTABLE SPECTRUM ANALYZER

AVCOM INTRODUCES THE NEW PSA-37D PORTABLE SPECTRUM ANALYZER WITH DIGITAL
FREQUENCY READOUT. AVCOM'S NEW PSA-370 Portable Spectrum Analyzer has a 4 digit front
panel frequency readout and is controlled by a rotary frequency adjustment control. Frequency
ranges that the PSA-37D cover are 0 to 500 MHz, 500 to 1000 MHz, 950 to 1450 MHz, 1250 to 1750
MHz and 3.7 to 4.2 GHz. The PSA-37D Portable Spectrum Analyzer is lightweight, portable, battery
operated, ideal for field test situations. A built-in DC block with a .18 VDC powers LNAs and BOGS
with the flip of a switch. All other performance characteristics and features are the same as the
PSA-35A which has become an industry standard for satellite communications work. $2475

AVCOM INTRODUCES A FULLY AGILE SINGLE CHANNEL PER CARRIER DEMODULATOR,
THE SCPC-3000E, FOR VERSATILE AND ECONOMICAL RECEPTION OF SCPC SIGNALS. The
SCPC-3000E Demodulator features a high-performance synthesized 50-90 MHz tuning module for
maximum system versatility. Frequencies are tunable in 800 steps of 50 KHz each. Standard
expansions are 3:1 and 2:1, other expander formats are available. Deemphasis is switchable between
0, 25, 50, and 75 micro -seconds. Selectable low-pass 15, 7.5, and 5 KHz audio filters are standard.
AVCOM can customize the SCPC-3000E Agile SCPC Demodulator to suit specific receiver needs,
contact AVCOM with your requirements. $1378

AVCOM 500 SOUTHLAKE BOULEVARD, RICHMOND, VA 23236
Tel. (804) 794-2500 FAX (804) 794-8284 Telex 701-545

Broadcast Automation, Inc.
BAI offers a full line of products
and services for automated and

live -assist environments

New and remanufactured auto-
mation controllers for SATELLITE
and REEL-TO-REEL formats

111* Multi -Cart Playbacks

do Reel -to -Reel Decks

it. New Studio Equipment

,I1* Installation, Training and Technical
Support

H. Field Service

Lease Financing

Ho All systems custom designed for
your requirements

Ask us about the
New Live Assistant!

QUALITY  VALUE
REPUTATION

I= i
BROADCAST AUTOMATION INC

4125 Keller Springs, Suite 122
Dallas, Texas 75244-2012

(214) 380-6800
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continued safe operation with only a
slight reduction in peak power.
Twenty-eight front -panel LEDs moni-
tor key operating stages. Modular
construction with plug-in power am-
plifier modules affords easy servicing.
Reader Service #212

RF Technology Premieres
Microwave Systems

Offset FED semi -parabolic an-
tenna, model RF-CEO-GL, for
ENG transmit and receive, is

the first of a new line of miniature
microwave systems, amplifiers and
antennas to be known as the Gold
Line Series. This ultra -efficient an-
tenna features high gain, low side
lobe performance, low weight and
windloading. Available in either dual
circular or quad polarization and any
frequency band from 1.7 to 8.5 GHz.
Reader Service #213

Leitch Has Rack -Mount
Computer

wide range of standard and op-
tional modules allows the

acPac AT computer to be con-
figured for any application. This com-
pact unit is only seven inches high
and features space for any combina-
tion of three full -height drive units, a
passive backplane with five XT slots
and five AT slots, a 250-W power sup-
ply and modular design for low
MTTR. Standard modules include a
286 CPU card with 1 MB of memory, a
multifunction card with a serial port,
a parallel port, room for 1.5 MB of

Telex Announcers Headsets
Cover Every Broadcast Need

Comfortably
Each unique announcing situation can require a different headset. Is there
a lot of noise in the background or are you in a quiet studio? Do you want
to include or eliminate the ambient noise around the announcer? Is there
a need for the announcer to be able to monitor more than one sound
source? What about impedance differences, or microphone audio quality.

You could probably get by with a standard "all-around" headset, but do
you really want to? Similarly, you could probably find something that would
"make -do" from a headset source offering only a couple of models from
which to choose. But, for a complete selection, one that offers a solution
to your every broadcast need, turn to Telex.

MICROPHONE EARPHONE
TYPIE ELEMENT TYPE ELEM OHMS

OMNI N/C UNI DYN COND BIN MONO MAG 150 300 6000

Full Cushion X X X X X X X X X

Light Weight X X X X X X X X

The above chart indicates the wide variety
of styles and specifications available in
our announcers' headsets. Ask about our
full line of camera and intercom headsets
as well. Call or write to:
Telex Communications, Inc.,
9600 Aldrich Av. S., Minneapolis, MN 55420
BME 9 88
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RAM, a drive controller with a 20 -MB
31/2" hard drive and a 1.2 -MB 51/4"
floppy drive and a display adapter ca-
pable of EGA, CGA, MDA, Hercules

EQUIPMENT

or composite monochrome. Options
include a 386 CPU card, an SCSI con-
troller and an RS -422 adapter.
Reader Service #214

Full Compression.
No Depression.

If you're really depressed by the fact that broadcast quality full
video compression systems start at $17,000, ALTA Pictoris offers you a
fresh start that will really impress you.

$10,900. For broadcast quality infinite video compression, and
so much more. Variable cropping and positioning over live background
video. Colored borders. Auto zoom in and out. Dissolve. Program-
mable presets. GPI trigger. Digital effects that include negative video,
vertical and horizontal inversion, posterization, mosaic and freeze.
And spectacular 5.5 MHz, 450 -line resolution video, with full 8 -bit
Y/C component processing.

ALTA Pictoris. Another example of ALTA's "Technology of Value"
that designs a whole lot more into
packages that cost a whole lot less.
Call us for the dealer nearest you. ALTA

Ovnatech BnvdCastG CGroup

535 Race Street, San Jose, CA 95126
TEL 408/297-2582 FAX 408/297-1206

Circle 131 on Reader Service Card Page 63
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Farrtronics Announces
Programmable Punch
Block

Model PD250 uses punch down
connectors for fast economical
connecting of input feeds to

the input of a distribution amplifier.
A color -coded nylon cap inserts an in-
put wire, provides strain relief, and
insulates the terminal in one opera-
tion. An "AMP" 50 -pin female connec-
tor is wired internally to the termi-
nals and installed on either or both
sides of the block. This connector may
provide either an input or output
channel, but in the case described pro-
vides the output from the block to the
input of a distributional amplifier.
The PD250 has 25 rows of 10 termi-
nals, 5 for T, R, S, TN and RN inputs
and 5 for T, R, S, TN and RN outputs.
Reader Service #215

ESD Offers New Weather
System

Environmental Satellite Data an-
nounces a new WeatherGraphix
system for the television wea-

thercaster. The new high -resolution
system runs on a 386 personal com-
puter and displays 256 colors from a
palette of over 16 million. Features
include the ability to time-lapse loop
up to 64 frames of satellite imagery,
map building, font generation, color -
cycling, auto plotting, cell animation,
blob animation, embossing, tilting,
and air brush. WeatherGraphix also
incorporates video input and multi-
tasking capabilities and is able to ac-
quire satellite and radar data and
imagery.
Reader Service #216

Fortel Adds S -VHS
Capability to Time Base
Corrector

Model Super -Pro 110 time base
corrector has been modified
for S -VHS compatibility and



now includes 5.5 -MHz bandwidth Y/C
processing for PAL S -VHS signals.
The SP -110 provides Y/C processing
for S -VHS, high band U-Matic and
low band U-Matic systems and HET
processing for PAL composite signals.
Transcoding between formats allows
simultaneous signal correction and
transcoding for post -production or
distribution.
Reader Service #217

Edit Controllers From
EECO

Anew series of edit controllers
features self-contained A/B roll
operation, 450 to 1000 lines of

non-volatile EDL memory, list man-
agement and the ability to control up
to three serial or parallel I/2", 3/4" or 1"
VTRs. The ECS-195 series controllers
consist of the 195 -XL edit controller,
the 195 + edit controller and the
195Si edit controller. The 195 -XL of-
fers 450 -event edit memory, TAG fea-
tures, edit decision list (EDL) in and
out, add, delete and "Cleanit." The
195 + offers all 195 -XL features plus
a complete list -management package
including add, delete and replace with
or without ripple, "JoyScrol,"
sequential/checkerboard auto -assem-
bly, 409 list clean and PC -300 Editpac
software. The unit offers all 195 + fea-
tures plus a 1000 -event edit memory.
Reader Service #218

NEC Launches Improved
Definition Converter

ImageSmart, NEC model IDC-
1000, improves video presenta-
tions by eliminating the common

problems caused by the limitations of
the current NTSC video system.
ImageSmart connected between any
conventional video input and the
monitor eliminates "cross color,"
"cross luminance," "line jitter," and
"video noise." ImageSmart is fully
compatible with all existing video
equipment and composite video com-
puter graphics. Built-in connectors

make hook-ups simple and the unit scanning rate. Non -interlaced system
comes with a remote control. "Line scans 525 lines every 1/60 of a second.
flicker" is eliminated by doubling Reader Service #219

.... = 
- "7-'7 

"
Nit

For AM, FM, SCA
and TV modulation monitors.

WHEN ACCURACY COUNTS... COUNT ON...
Call (215) 687-5550 or write for more
information on Belar AM, FM, Stereo,
SCA and TV monitors. 13 !LECTRONIC LAORATORV. INC.

AN, , F R AVE AT DORSET. DEVON. PA 19333

BELAR
Circle 132 en Reader Service Card Page 63

Model 9700

Video Routing Switcher
2400 Crosspoints in 9 Rack Units

Created for medium sized applications
with minimum expansion and unique
input/output requirements, the 9700 Video
Switcher has a capacity of up to 2400 cross -
points in any input/output configuration
- and still occupies only 9 rack units.
Pre -wiring of the unit can range from 20 to
120 input and 10 to 80 outputs to produce
any custom configuration. A bandwidth
exceeding 40MHz (-3dB) makes the 9700
the perfect choice for high definition and
graphics applications, while incorporating
one or more audio channels into the
system is easily achieved by adding a
9600 or 6200 Series Audio Switcher.

L11 IMAGE VIDEO LIMITED
705 Progress Avenue, Scarborough, Ontario, Canada M1H 2X1 Tel. (416) 438-3940 Tlx. 065-25392 Fax. (416) 438-8465
1051 Clinton Street, Buffalo, N.Y. Tel. (716) 855-2693 Tlx. 065-25392
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BUSINESS BRIEFS

SMPTE's Committee
on New Television
Technology has cre-
ated a study group to
inform its member-
ship on applications
of fiber-optic trans-
mission technology.
The fiber study

group, chaired by C. Robert Paulson
of Artel Communications (and a
BME contributor; see p. 44), has al-
ready identified analog HDTV, high-
speed digital video, and high -resolu-
tion graphics signal transmission
requirements as probable areas of
study. According to Paulson, "The
study group will have four focuses: ex-
isting fiber-optic applications; identi-
fication and summarization of stan-
dard -setting activities; inter-
connection standards and practices;

and potential production, post -pro-
duction, ENG, EFP, distribution, and
broadcast applications for fiber
optics."

Cablecaster Computer Channel Corp.
has proposed a digital signal standard
to the National Cable Television
Association (NCTA) for delivery of
digital audio, computer -based games
and software, and interactive services
over commercial cable television.

First deliveries of NEC's newest ENG
camera have been logged to three sta-
tion groups: Two SP -30s to Tribune
Broadcasting's WPIX-TV, New
York; three units to Fox
Broadcasting's WNYW, New York;
and camera systems to Nationwide
Communications' WATE-TV, Knox-
ville, TN, and WBAY-TV, Green Bay,

WI....Miami's Limelite Studios has
taken delivery of the first U.S.-in-
stalled BOSS/2 audio editing system
from Alpha Audio. The unit is slated
for sweetening duties in tandem with
the facility's Sony BVH-2800 and
BVU-850 VTRs, Mitsubishi X-850
and X-86 DTRs, Otari MTR-90 and
MTR-20 ATRs, and a Nagra T two-

track recorder....Howe Technologies
Corp. (Howetech) has been awarded
a contract from the Armed Forces
Radio and Television Service for
31 variously configured audio
consoles....ABC and CBS have re-
newed their agreements recently to
continue use of IDB Communica-
tions' transportable uplink services
for news, sports, and special events.
This is CBS' third consecutive year
with IDB; it's ABC's second with the
service. 

FIBER FOR HDTV
continued from page 47

The FDM approach requires speci-
fication of widely separated carrier
frequencies that accomodate required
deviation ratios, guardbands and har-
monic interaction suppression. The
WDM approach requires specification
of light -source wavelengths that can
be optically separated to suppress
interchannel electrical interference.
Each approach requires far more than
a trivial technical effort in terminal
design, brassboarding and testing.
Quoted selling prices for these termi-
nals will be determined far more by
volume sales potential than by the
cost of terminal manufacturing.

Cost savings and convenience re-
sulting from reduction of fiber re-
quirements from four to one, over ca-
ble runs from a few to a few thousand
feet, do not yet represent a transmis-
sion circuit cost which would offset
the higher costs of multiplexed
transmitter/receiver pairs, both for
FDM and WDM approaches. Systems
representing both technologies are
expected to debut at NAB '89.
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Light attenuation in multi -mode
and single -mode fibers is a function
both of the light wavelength and the
trace elements and chemical com-
pounds intermixed with the molten
silicon "sand" from which the fiber is
drawn. Wavelengths around 850,
1300 and 1550 nm currently repre-
sent "windows" (defined as first, sec-
ond and third, respectively) offering
progressively lower light attenuation.

Engineers new to fiber -optics tech-
nology tend to relate the window
wavelengths to the wavelength/fre-
quency stability precision of identical
numbers in the AM radio band. This
is not the case, which is why creating
either one -window or multiple -win-
dow WDM systems is more than a
trivial technical exercise. A light
source with a 1300 nm nominal wave-
length is actually operating at a cen-
ter wavelength somewhere in the vi-
cinity of 1300, but including a
spectrum of other wavelengths which
may be plus and minus 30 nm re-
moved. This fact comes as a shock to
engineers who grew up believing that
a laser represented a light of a single
frequency.

My guess is that single -fiber FDM
systems will become economically at-
tractive well before WDM systems.
But if the cost of multi -fiber cable con-
tinues to drop, there is no near -term
practical reason for moving to single -

fiber systems for analog FDM or
WDM transmission of HDTV signals
within production and post -produc-
tion facilities. And since all terres-
trial long -haul services are high-
speed digital, only "right -priced" full -
bandwidth digital TDM terminals
will have any future chance of com-
peting with satellites.

Once the programs are on the birds,
DBS downlinks to 20- to 30 -MHz
bandwidth, "true" HDTV receivers
(20- to 30 -MHz bandwidth) might be-
come technically eyecatching at the
same time they're becoming economi-
cally attractive. The options are
enough to cause a thinking broad-
caster many sleepless nights in the
next few years. 

C. Robert Paulson is Director of Marketing
TeleuisonlGraphics Systems for Artel Com-
munications Corp. and chairs the SMPTE
Study Group on Fiber Optic Technology.
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TurboLock

BEEP. BEEP. BEEP.
That's the sound the ADx-22 Turbolock high performance Audio Synchronizer/Emulator makes when

it locks up. MASTER/SLAVE lock -up happens fast, accurately. beep. beep. beep.

Select the ATR and/or VTR models on a menu screen. The balastics of each machine is automatically

calculated by the ADx-22 during set-up mode. beep. beep. beep.

The time code reader follows the MASTER to more than 80 times PLAY speed for fast SEARCH with

SLAVE follow. Put the MASTER into PLAY and in a flash, beep. beep. beep.

Better yet in our performance tests, the synchronizer controlled the ATR so accurately that machine

wow and flutter specs improved. Improved sound performance. Fast lock up. beep. beep. beep.

For more on ADx-22 and other ADx Time Code products, contact your nearest ADx Systems dealer

or call ADx at 1-800-444-4 ADX.

Ant SYSTEMS, INC.
274 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10016
TEL. 800-444-4 ADX
FAX. 212-532-0514
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CURRENTS
A GUEST EDITORIAL

Today's Broadcast Engineer:
A Certified Professional

By Richard Farquhar

oday's broadcast engineer can
best be described as a creator, a
designer, a planner, an innovator,
and an organizer. Who needs to-
day's broadcast engineers? Every
facility that is looking for the best
qualified person to operate and
maintain its equipment needs
them.

How do managers determine who will be re-
sponsible for their equipment and their engineer-
ing program? How do they ensure that they have
the best person for the job? Many of them are
placing their confidence in the Society of Broad-
cast Engineers certification program. This pro-
gram has long been recognized as one way ofjudg-
ing the technical competence of their engineering
staff.

The broadcast industry recognizes the need for
the SBE-certified engineer. Is it not time for the
broadcast engineer to acknowledge the value of
SBE certification? Today's broadcast engineer
must possess confidence and competence, and one
of the best ways to attain these qualities is to
become SBE certified. Since the program's intro-
duction in 1975, the SBE has certified over 4000
persons. Why not plan on taking the examina-
tion? It is given twice a
year, in June and Novem-
ber, and is proctored by
SBE chapters throughout
the United States. The SBE
can make special arrange-
ments in areas where there
are no local chapters.

Engineers who currently

maintain radio, television or other related equip-
ment have an excellent chance of passing the
certification examination. This is a comprehen-
sive examination with emphasis on practical
working knowledge rather than general theory.
Certification results in greater job satisfaction
and is also recognized as the measure of a broad-
cast engineer's professional growth. In this era of
tightly controlled budgets, the median salaries of
SBE-certified engineers are significantly higher
than the salaries of their non -certified counter-
parts.

Why not help the SBE celebrate its twenty-fifth
anniversary by taking part in the certification
program? The program has four levels of certifica-
tion-Broadcast Technologist, Broadcast Engi-
neer, Senior Broadcast Engineer and Professional
Broadcast Engineer. Regardless of which level
you are eligible for, once certified, you will have
achieved a professional level of which you can be
proud. Certification is an individual effort. It is
based entirely upon your personal knowledge and
skill. When will you become an SBE-certified
broadcast engineer and join the ranks of the pro-
fessionals? The first step is to contact your local
chapter or call the national office at (317) 842-
0836 for additional information. Why not take

that step today? 

Farquar, VP of Technical Ser-
vices at SOS Productions, Co-
lumbus, OH, is secretary of the
SBE and a member of the
SBE's National Certification
Committee. He is an SBE-certi-
fied Professional Broadcast
Engineer.
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The people who set our standards are very tough to satisfy.

Our standards are set by our most demanding
customers. And by our scientists. And by our sales and technical
service representatives. And, since all of them are seeking perfecti)n,
not one of them is ready to settle for less than the best. So if the las: thing
you want to worry about is the tape, choose ours. We won't be satisied until you are.

3M
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Ward -Beck's Ubiquitous ST !

No matter what size the market - Chicago to Shirevepaft, New Yoik to Seoul, Vancouver to
Greenville - the versatility of Ward -Beck's ST Stereo Console is unsurpassed.

Flexible 24, 36 or 48 channel zonfigurations can meet every need and fit every budget

Available features...  4-EgiND EQ  INTE3RAL ROJTING TWITCHER  CENTRAL MICROPROCESSOR
CONTROLLER  PROGRAMMING KEYBOARD  ALPHN-NUMERIC CISPLAYS  PEAK MONITOR/ANNUNCIATOR
 AUDIO -FOLLOW -VIDEO INFERENCE.

Talk to us! Discover haw affordable Super -Quality can be!
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Ward -Beck Systems Ltd., 841 Progress Ave., Scarborough, Onbrio, Canaria Tek.(416)438-6550 Tlx:


